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One of the busiest departments in town must surely be that of the 
City of Terrace snow removal. The. heavy equipment operators - 
Approximately 28 "On an involved situation that care facility is due to 
Call" non-permanent 
staff employed by 
Skeenaview Lodge, the over a number of years 
150 bed pschogeriatrie and for which htere 
institution in Terrace are seems no "s imple" 
said to have rece ived  solution. 
notices within the last 24 Skeenaview Lodge 
hours their services will costs British Columbia 
likely be less needed in Taxpayers ap- 
the immediate future, proximately $2,500,000 to
The telephone rang in $2,700,000 per year to 
the trailer home of one provide institutional care 
such employee, where a for 130 patients. .This 
HERALD staffer was averages roughly $20,000 
visiting, at ap- per occupant per year. 
proximately 8 p.m. Despite the drop in the 
Tuesday. The "On Call" number of patients from 
woman was told that she 300 fifteen years ago to 
wooldnot likely be called 120 today, the staff has 
for duty for some time, remained fairly constant 
and the impression especially the 
gained was that she professional nursing 
would be well advised to employees. 
visit the U.I.C. office to The wooden buildings 
register for unem- are deemed unsafe and 
ployment insurance unfit from both a health 
benefits, and fire safety stand- 
A telephone call to point. Temporary 
Brad Gee, Skeena Lodge repairs are no longer 
administ rator  Wed- sufficient and needed 
nesday afternoon elicited repairs would amount o 
the following explanation a prohibitive cost. 
ol the current situation - ~ 60 bed intermediate 
pRgYINCIAL LIBRARY 
'/ARLIAMgNT BLD~q5 
V ICTORXA B C 
B.C. Prisoner Gives Up 
SAANICH, B.C. (CP) -- 
A razor-wielding prisoner 
at the Vancouver Island 
Regional Correctional 
Centre here gave himself 
up today to guards after 
holding them at bay 
o,tsid~, his cell for about 
12 ho~trs, a prison 
spokesman said. 
Harry Bacon, acting 
director of the centre, 
said in a telephone in- 
terview that the 23-year- 
old male prisoner 
climbed to the topoi 15- 
foot bars outside his cell 
at 10:30 p.m. Tuesday to 
protest his isolation from 
the general prison 
population. 
He said the incident 
began when the prisoner 
belted from a line of 
fellow prisoners heading 
to a washroom for their 
nightly shower, and then 
climbed the bars. 
Bacon said the prisoner 
had a razor blade and a 
broom handle, but was 
not. threatening anyone 
with them. 
He said the prisoner 
"nicked himself in the 
wrists" at about 4 a.m. 
today to show the sincer- 
ity of his protest, but 
there was no serious 
injury. 
"I really don't think he 
threatened suicide," said 
Bacon. "His heart wasn't 
in it." 
NO PROMISES GIVEN 
The prison head said 
the man, who was not 
identified, gave himself 
up on his own accord, and 
was not given assurances 
his grievance would be 
acted on. 
"I think he was tired," 
said Bacon. 
Bacon explained that 
the prisoner wanted to 
get back into the general 
population, from which 
he had been segregated 
after two recent hostage- 
taking incidents at fhe 
jail in this municipality 
adjacent o Victorca. 
"I told him to improve 
his conduct and he could 
get moved," said Bacon. 
When asked if charges 
would be pressed against 
the prisoner, Bacon said: 
?We'll take some action. 
• . but what, I don't 
know." 
The prisoner is being 
held on remand at the 
centre. 
Bacon said there were 
14 other prisoners in the 
cellblock during the in- 
cident, but they remained 
peaceful. 
He said guards could 
have rushed the mann- 
soon after the incident 
began, but it was decided 
such an action must lead 
to injury. 
On the whole, said 
Bacon, "it was just a 
small incident." 
Charges Against Vander Zalm 
Dropped By Welfare Recipient 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A 19-year-old welfare 
recipient who was denied 
asslstance by human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm because the 
woman he lived with had 
a job, Tuesday accepted 
an out-of-court set- 
tlement with the 
ministry. 
Leo Krebs, who was 
bgranted $125 assistance 
y an appeal tribunal in 
October but found that 
Vander Zalm had stopped 
payment on it, said he has 
accepted the proposal 
made by Peter Leask, 
lawyer for the ministry of 
human resources. 
money be made with a 
denial of liability and that 
nothing herein contained, 
nor the said payment, 
shall be, construed or 
shall constitute an ad- 
mission of liability by the 
said William Vander 
Zalm, Terry Pyper or the 
Vancouver Resources 
Board," the- settlement 
said. 
The appeal tribunal 
that awarded Krebs 
assistance under the 
Guaranteed Available 
Income for Need Act 
ru led that a welfare 
recipient could live with 
an income earner and 
still receive government 
money if the recipient 
was not financially 
dependent on the income 
earner. 
LIVING WITH MALE 
livin~ with another friend 
who :s an income earner 
and sharing the rent, but 
the friend is male and 
"that seems to make the 
difference with the 
government." 
The appeal tribunal, 
chaired by lawyer 
Dorothy Jaques, was 
scheduled to reopen the 
appeal hearing on. Friday 
in order to receive new 
evidence from Leask, on 
behalf of Vander Zalm. 
Supreme Court was 
earlier dismissed pen- 
ding the action of the 
appeal tribunal. 
Ms. Jaques said: "The 
importance of the pur- 
pose of the governing 
statute cannot be too 
strongly stressed and the 
The payment of $125 
was made upon Krebs 
signing a release that he 
would not pursue any assumption must surely 
one shown above on Greig Ave are literally "snowed under" with action against Vander be that the legislature d id 
work. • Zalm, Terry Pyper, Vander Zalm brought not intend to confer un- 
regional director for the in a new regulation to the bridled power on the 
S k e e n a v i e w  O n  C a l l  Sta f f  • ministry or the Van-act  that specifically minister soastopermi t  couver Resources Board prohibited thepayment of him to refute the man- 
. in connection with the welfare under such datory language of the 
' i .  : :~= application he made for circ.umstanc~s., act and the regulations Hear Hours Will - ............ , , . .  Wellure on Sept;19. In the meantime. Krebs ~ ~ind/ngallvartres ',~",: ' J .~ JP~- ' "~~' / "  . . . . . . . .  ":.~ . . . . .  '~lt m. further un- oISt~tin~;K'a job but' sub- Krebs,  w~0 intends to 
D{[ '~ t ) I | | ,  derstood and agreed that sequently lost it. He said return to school  in 
v - .~ ~ v  the payment of the Tuesday he is now January, said he now 
profess ional  n ur  s~ Society in consultatinn aforementioned sum of receiving welfare while considers the case closed. 
has grown progressively open in a month's time at 
complex and diff icult Smithers, that will serve 
much the same region as 
Skeenaview. A 150 bed 
similar facility is slated 
.for Prince Rupert and 
plans approved for its 
construction adjacent to 
the Regional Hospital 
there. It, too, will draw 
from the same region. 
Just two weeks ago 8 or 9 
patients from 
Skeenaview ere moved 
to the Kitimat Hospital as 
extended care cases. 
"Because of the dif-' 
ficulty of keeping a 
sufficient number of 
pro fess iona l  nurse  
(R.N.s and R.P.Ns) it 
was felt necessary to 
refuse any new ad- 
missions to Skeenaview 
back in September. 
Attrition from natural 
causes (death) and 
transfer (as to Kitimat) 
has seen the he'd oc- 
cupancy drop from 146 to 
130 in two and a half 
months. 
When the shortage of 
Undertaker Admits 
Mass Baby:Burials 
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) 
-- An undertaker charged of Mortuary Science, 
with burying 1,531 infants which filed the 30-count 
and stillborn babies in 
mass ,graves while under 
contract to Newark's 
public welfare division 
says he was fellowin.g a 
practice common since 
the turn,of the century. 
Carmine Berardinelli, 
34, was charged Tuesday 
in an administrative 
complaint with burying 
asmany as 40 infants in 
one. coffin. The burials 
took place at three 
northern New Jersey 
cemeteries during a 6- 
year period until August 
1973, the state charged. 
"Not one of the 1,531 
individuals entrusted to 
Berardinelli was buried 
in a manner befitting the 
dignity of the deceased," 
the state said. 
No criminal charges 
were filed, but a hearing 
on the possible revocation 
of his undertaker's 
licence was set for Dec. 
21 before the state Board 
reached the :acute stage, with the B.C. Deparmtent 
last -:September, the of Health decides on the 
admintsh'ator Brad Gee plans, size and/oeation. 
phoned the Registered During the construction 
Nurses Administration period the present 
Office in Ontario which buildings will be kept in 
was reported to have a operation, and there 
surplus of R.N.s. Only should be no decline in 
recently have there been the employment of local 
any applicants phoning/ staff and in the overall 
to inquire- and then, only ~ payroll, the • ad- 
a couple, within the last ministrator felt. 
week or two, says Gee. Meanwhile, the issue 
Advertisements in' has resulted in emotions 
Alberta, Saskatehewan running high; concern by 
and Ontario by the Public those who have been 
Service Recruitment informed their hours of 
Program, he said, employment a the Lodge 
brought "zero" number may be drastically cut - 
of recruits. A minimum (especially over 
of I0; more preferably 15 Christmas) - and general 
(to allow for normal ,uncertainty by the 
e m p I o y patients themselves. 
professional nurses' are For the •130 mostly 
needed to hold the line at psycho-geriatrlc patients 
the present level, whose futures are being 
Mr. Gee reiterated debated, and who have 
that, providing the seen pieketters bearing 
professional staff can be placards parading past 
located, the decline in and hearing talk of their 
patient numbers will being "shipping out" and 
cease. He Is •hopeful a "flown South" - it is a 
new institution will be  most difficult and up- 
built in Terrace as soon setting experience, in. 
as the Skeenavlew deed! 
complaint. 
Burial of infants and 
stillborn babies of im- 
proverished parents in 
mass graves has been 
"common practice" in 
Newark since the ear.l~, 
1900s, Berardinelli saiD. 
STARTED WITH 
FATHER 
"My father, Joseph 
Berardinelli received 
authorization in 1961from dertaker. 
the city division of public Former undertaker 
welfare for multiple Richard Iacobucci last 
burials and I continued year a.dmitte.d burying 
that practice," he~i:said, me bodies o[ 163 poor 
He said : the people in 32 graveswhile 
authorization was~verbal, under contract to the city 
"In those days, v,~ry little f rom' 1973 to 1976. Adults 
was put on pa~r,"  he and babies were buried in 
said. the same coffin, 
"In my mind, there's authorities siad. 
nothing wrong with it," lacobucci has been 
he said. "Multiple burials ordered by a Superior 
would be wrong , fo r  Court judge to disinter 
adults, but for infants, .I the 163 bodies at his own 
think it'sbeautiful, Every expense and bury them 
one of them was bdried "with the: dignity befit- 
with dignity." : ting the deceased." 
,,%" / 
Legion Backs 
"I was doing a service 
for the city," Berardinelli 
said. "We received $19 
per child and, believe me, OTTAWA - The Royal 
I lost money." CanadianLegion's 
Berardinelli is the Executive Council has 
second Newark un- unanimously approved a 
dertaker accused of three-phase program to 
performing mass buirals throw the weight of its 
of poor l~eople. He says he 500,000 members behind 
is being victimized national unity, Dominion 
because he gave state President Doug Mc- 
officials information Donald announced today. 
about the f i rst  un- 
Unity Battle 
No issue has so aroused 
the Legion since the 
Second World War and 
the Legion believes 
constitutional, changes 
are needed to serve the 
best interests of all 
Canadians. 
The first ' phase, 
already under way, will 
inform Legion members 
of the dimensions of the 
crisis through Legion 
Magazine. 
The second phase, to be 
outlined in a brief to the 
Task Force on Canadian 
Unity, will specifically 
recommend development 
of an amending formula 
for the constitution and 
its patriation; the 
guaranteeof the rights of 
all Canadians, where 
practical, to deal with 
their governments in 
either of the two official 
languages, with children 
bein[~ educated in the 
official language of their 
choice; the elimination 
of disparity in economic 
opportunities between 
regions in Canada, and 
the provision of full op- 
portunities for em- 
ployment. 
The third phase will 
send a special task force 
to every province to 
discuss with Legion 
members, the vital 
factors affecting 
Canadian unity. 
Coal Strike Spreads 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. plan 'picketing at non- 
(AP) -- Non-union coal union mines to try to stop 
mines in the United all coal movement during 
States are closing in the the strike. 
second day of a United The effects of the sirike 
Mine Workers (UMW) were already obvious in 
strike, either in sym- , the  railway industry, 
pathy with the union or in where about 3,600 em- 
reaction to determined ployees have been laid 
union pickets, off. 
UMW president Arnold The contract with the 
Miller called the strike at coal operators covered 
12:01a.m. Tuesday, when 130,000 union members --  
the union's wage contract about 70 per cent of the 
with the Bituminous Coal miners in the U.S. who 
Operators Association produce about 50 per cent 
expired after 60 days of of the coal mined in the 
fruitless bargaining, country. 
The union has The union's health 
demanded restoration of funds, financed on the 
full health benefits, a basis of production and 
limited right to go on man-hours, have been 
strike over local financially weakened by 
.grievances and a wage wildcat strikes and in- 
mcrease to $114.36 a day ration in medical-care 
from the current $60 costs• Reductions in 
during a proposed three- benefits, announced in 
year contract. June, led to a wildcat 
By Tuesday evening, strike that lasted 10 
non-union mines had weeks. 
All medical, death, and 
re t i rement  benef i t  
ceasec] when the union 
went on strike; the UMW 
maintains no strike fund. 
The bargaining 
sessions have been 
recessed until Thursday 
In'Washington, Miller 
said Tuesday the union 
has presented all its 
demands. 
"We asked, thm the 
operators to come back 
with a complete counter 
proposal," he said. "I'm 
not optimistic about any 
real movement at this 
particular time." 
Dan Fields of the West 
Virginia Coal Association 
estimated that the 130,000 
meners employed cb~ 
members of the 
operators group will lose 
more than $12 million a 
day in wages during the 
strike, and mroe than 1.5 
million tons of coal 
production will be lost. 
closed in Ohio, Maryland 
and Kentucky• In West 
Virginia and Virginia, . . . .  UMWBocomembersTelmeto /ii i . :! i'i. i.. i. i:.! I ~ !. 'il;!ii:l il, 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
British Columbia MP 
asked the federal 
government Wednesday 
to introduce l gislation to 
end a labor dispute 
between the Tele- 
communicatiorts Workers 
Union and the British 
Columbia Telephone Co. 
Stuart Leggatt (NDP-- 
New Westminster) made 
the request in the 
Commons, saying that 
the company is unwilling 
to settle the 14-day strike 
with its 10,000 workers. 
A conciliation report 
was accepted earlier by 
the union and rejected by 
the company. 
Labor Minister John 
Munro rejected the 
request, saying a con- 
c i l i a to r  appo in te  
Tuesday needs time to 
unravel the dispute. 
Leggatt said the 
dispute is becoming in. 
creasingly bitter and 
revolved around the 
central point of job 
security. 
The Golden Rule Office 
on Kalum Street near 
B.C. Tel building, for the 
seventh year in suc- 
cession is undertaking 
the distribution of gifts 
from private and public 
donors for the un- 
fortunates and unem- 
ployed~iWhe gifts go out 
to those who would not 
receive otherwise looked 
after or taken care of by 
other organizations. 
Juanita Hatton, coor- 
dinator for The Golden 
Rule says this year there 
is a very special need for 
warm clothing, toiletries, 
fruit and vegetables. 
Espeecins o cl e 
would be tins of 
meat or nuts (good 
protein). All donations 
may be left at The Golden 
Rule office, 3238 Kalum 
St, If necessary, phone 
635-4535, for further in. 
formation. 
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Quebec Hearings On RCMP Raids 
By GERARD McNEIL 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
When Donald Cobb, chief 
of the RCMP security 
service in Quebec, 
pleaded guilty last spring 
to authorizing an illegal 
raid in 1972, be set off a 
discharge and said the largeroom ina downtown 
raid was carried out with government office 
noble motives, was be- building. 
hind closed oors. He had The raid took place as 
been expected to appear the Trudeau government 
before the Keable inquiry campaigned for re- 
this week, but it hasbeen election Oct. 30, 1972. The 
that the RCMP at least 
c 
RCMP involvement quiet 
until after the election. 
news agency's demand 
for an explanation from 
Geyer.Meanwhile, 
Jerome Choquette, then 
Quebec justice minister, 
denied any police in- 
volvement although it 
turned out later that 
politic ! furore that has 
resulted in a federal royal 
commission und a 
Quebec provincial 
inquiry rote the force. 
Chief Supt. Cobb, 46, is 
expected to testify today 
as the first witness called 
by the McDonald royal 
commission into "the 
extent and prevalence" 
of illegal RCMP acts. 
As formal public 
hearings began here 
Tuesday, commission 
counsel John Howard 
said allegations of RCMP 
involvement in 80 to 100 
illegal acts have been 
made since the commis- 
sion was established six 
months ago. 
This week the inquiry is 
dwelling on Operation 
Bricole (0ddjob) as the 
police called the 1972 raid 
on a left-wing news 
agency. 
Documents tabled 
before the Quebec inquiry 
under lawyer Jean 
Keable indicate that 
Cobb, on Oct. 6, 1972, a 
few hours before the raid 
took place, authorized 
RCMP involvement al- 
though the raid was made 
without warrant. 
TESTIFIED IN SECRET 
Be hasn't appeared in 
public before to discuss 
the raid. His testimony 
last May before Judge 
Roger Vincent, who gave 
him an unconditional 
caught in a court fight 
touched off by federal 
efforts to quash it as 
unconstitutional. 
Federal lawyers 
argued before Associ te 
Chief Justice James 
Hugessen of Quebec Su- 
perior Court on Tuesday 
that the provincial 
inquiry has no business 
trying to look into the 
i g n i  ta r  
methods of the federal 
force. 
Quebec justice 
department and com- 
mission lawyers claim 
that the provinces' con- 
stitutional jurisdiction 
over the administration 
of justice gives tbe 
commission the right to 
go as far as necessary in
investigating RCMP 
involvement in criminal 
acts on Quebec territory. 
Michel Robert, a 
lawyer for Solicitor- 
General Fr ncis Fox, told 
reporters the case has 
never before been raised 
as a constitutional issue 
and at stake is a question 
that "can destroy the 
essence of the federal 
system." 
ARGUMENTS CON- 
TINUE 
The argument will 
continue today in the 
Palais de Justice while a 
platoon of lawyers begin 
questions about the 1972 
raid before the federal 
inquiry, being held in a 
government was re- 
elected but in a minority 
position. 
Documents before the 
Keable inquiry indicate 
Testimony and 
documents before Keable 
indicate that RCMP 
headquarters in Ottawa 
knew details of RCMP 
involvement by Oct. 10 
but recommended Oct. 26 
o reply be given to the 
Quebec provinci l police 
and Montreal urban 
police had also been 
revolved. 
NEWSETTES 
SAN FRANCISCO for the sanitation TAYLORSVILLE, Ga. 
( .~)  -- Like the department said (AP) -- The incumbents 
swallows' return to Tuesday. strolled to victory again 
Capistrano, the elephant It was not known in this town where the 
seals -- giant sea whether the couple will election ballot has blanks 
creatures once thought to get compensatmn for for mayor and aldermen, 
be extinct -- are coming their lost television, "and people just write in 
to Point Ano Nuevo. chairs, talbes and other who they want." 
items. 
The workmen should 
have removed garbage 
from a nearby shed. 
BERLIN (AP)  - -  The 
East German ewspaper 
Neue Zeit says it's sen- 
ding a reporter to see 
what life is like in Dog 
Air. While he's at it, he 
B mayull check into things at 
Crack and maybe 
even Cow Beer. 
Huhdeluft, Bulleritz 
and Kugbier are among 
300 East German com- 
munities whose names 
have something to  do 
with animals. 
Neue Zeit, of New 
Time, is planning to 
publish a series of stories 
on the more oddly named 
towns when its reporters 
return. 
The Ano Nuervo State 
Reserve, 67 kilomelres 
south of San Francisco, is
the only place in the 
world where the seals, 
protected as an en- 
dangered species, move 
to the mainland to mate 
and give birth to their 
youn, said chief ranger 
Mike Bradeen. 
But when the seals 
arrive, so do tourists. 
Bradeen said human 
crowds numbered about 
"20,000 last year, which 
was impossible to con- 
trol." 
LONDON (Reuter) 
Noel Haynes and his wife 
arrived home to find that 
garbagemen had 
mistakenly taken away 
and destroyed all their 
furniture and clothes. 
"It was all a ghastly 
mistake," a spokesman 
Urologist Says Penis Reimplant Success 
ATLANTA, Ga. ( ,~)  -- 
The urologist who headed 
a team of surgeons that 
reattached the penis of a 
Clemson University 
student about three 
months ago said Tuesday 
the operation has been a 
success. 
De. David O'Brien, who 
direeted"~ the sui~gtca-I 
~am that-..perfumed ,th e 
operation last October at 
Emery University here, 
said the patient "has 
undergone minor surgery 
since the initial 
operation, and essentially 
now has full and 
satisfactory function." 
O'Biren said he has 
read in medical journals 
of other successful i~nis 
~Feimplddts'? U§in'g:' the 
n~i"eros=gic~l  ~chniZde 
that his team employed, was under the influence 
He said the technique was of alcohol or drugs. 
employed at the Nare They said the student 
Medical University in has been dating the 
Japan last June, and at laborer's estranged wife. 
Massachusettes General The laborer later 
Hospital in Boston in pleaded quilty to charges 
August. of breaking and entering, 
and assault and battery 
Authorities said the with intent to kill, and 
student. W~s at.taf.k~.,in ~as,s~atenc.ed, to life. plus 
,his d~)rmitery, 00n~',bya 45 years in prison by a 
24-year;old lab.~*r i:~o i .so.'[U~:Cat'oljne judge. *.
Mayor Edwin Rhodes 
got 33 of the S6 votes cast, 
which included three for 
his brother, Mell. 
Alderman Robert Harris 
topped the vote-gathers 
with 40 and Alderman 
Harvey Woods received 
37 votes. 
"We don't run for of- 
fice," explained Woods. 
"In the town, everybody 
knows everybody and 
everyone seems to know 
who might accept he~job 
and who they want to do 
it." 
All three incumbents 
have served several 
unpaid terms in office of 
this north Georgia town 
of about 180 residents. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Bosses, and former 
bosses, are the brtmts of a 
lot of jokes. And it's no 
different when former 
state secretary Henry 
Kissinger wisecracks 
about his ex-boxx, former 
president Gerald Ford. 
Kissinger, who 
presented Ford with the 
Chrales Evans Hughes 
Award of the National 
Conference of Christians 
and Jews on Tuesday, 
said that President 
Carter has dealt in such 
details as which staffers 
can use the White House 
swimliiii~g~  , :ai/d 
~nnis~c0~.,~, ~:, .,;,~ 7:: 
KID'S!! 
Girl Guides Get $75,000 
Area Commissioners ofthe B.C. Council of the Girl Guides of Canada 
were on hand when Burnaby-WilIingdon MLA EIwood Veltch presented a 
government cheque for $25,000 toward construction fthe new Provniclal 
Headquarters building in Vancouver. Mr. Veitch, seated between Mrs. 
R.H. Rogers, Provincial Commissioner, and Mrs. H.M.O. Brown, 
Deputy, Deputy Provincial Commissioner and head of the fund-raislng 
committee, made the presentation  behalf of Provincial Secretary and 
Minister of Travel Industry, Grace McCarthy. The rest of the $75,000 
provincial grant will be paid in equal Installments. Area Commissioners 
are, from left: Mrs. P. Henderson, Burhaby Royal; Mrs. V.C.W. 
Lewlngtan, Cheam (Chimwack); Mrs. D. Schmelzel, New Caledonia 
(Prince George); Mrs. R.B. May, Monashee, (Penticton); Mrs. A.M. 
Lawson, Lougheed, (Coqulttam); Mrs. B.C. Milnes, Northern Lights, 
(Prince Rupert, Queen Charlotte Islands, etc.); Mrs. K.A. Beardsell, 
Deputy, Vancouver; and Mrs. T.J. McNelce, Deputy, Thompson Nlcola, 
(Kamloops). 
FORPRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Oddi t ies  , , r ,  you buy, Invmlgete he advantages 0! this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
in the news tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and l ist  
'Toronto has a fine months rent and drive away. 
protected harbor, EXAMPLES 
roughly two miles long Based on 36 month lease 
and one mile wide, that is 
sheltered by a string of 7e F 250 pickup 78 Econoline Van 78 C 100 Chev pui 
$148.00 per month $136.00 per month S129.00 per month !
offshore islands, lease end price lease end price lease end price 
LEGISLATORS SUR- $2,175.00 Si,97S.O0 Si,S7$.00 
VEYED or simply return or simply return or simply return 
A quarter of the state 
legislators in the north- 7s ~maro HT! 78 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
central region of the U.S. sng.eo per month si24.0e per month S129.00 per mOnth 
are from the field of lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,025.00 S1,825.00 $I,81S.00 agriculture. NOTHING EQUALS or sim~)ly, return or simply return or simply return 
NOTHING 78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 PlSO 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
The decibel is an ar- s~.oo per month SlSS.OO per month S139.0O per month 
bitrary unit of measure of lease end price lease end price lease end price 
sound pressure or power S1400.00 S2,275.00 S2,025.00 
equalling onetenth of a or simply return or simply return or simply return 
bel, a dimensionless unit. 
BIRTHDAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CELEBRATED CALL  LARRY HAYES.  R ICHARDS 
On April 8, the day of COLLECT987-7111 
the birth of Buddha, BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
images of the holy figure 
• i'e p~t.~d," "sprinkled 1160MARINE DRIVE 
with ~vat~r :7 and: deco- /* ":  :NORTH VA~ICOUVEI~'B'.C.~'D~0~,79A ,;" ':, 
X-MAS DEGORATIONS GONTEST 
Use wood, paper - anything! Just make it yourself! 
Prizes will be awarded for three best in Terrace and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
three best in Kitimat. 
PRIZES 
s- FIRST $10.00 
SEOOHD $6.00 
" ot 
16" 1 
THIRD $2.00 
Winners will be nol !led by phone immediately after judging. 
Winners will also be annom cad in the TERRACE DAILY HERALD on Dec. 19. 
COME! SEE! Decorations will be hung in the HERALD office after judging. 
Tape this entry form to your decoration. HAVE FUN! 
TERRAOE ENTRy FORM AGE LIMIT 4 to 12 years 
NAME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AGE - - -  I I  m l  I 
. . ,ss___. . . . .  
PHONE . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  
DELIVER ID PERSON TO: 
Terrace Herald Office 
3212 Kalum Road 
KITIMAT ENTRY FORM AGE LIMIT 4 to 12 years 
qAME AGE_ m m NO s m m m  iN  mmme m m me m mmm m m mmn m m iNN mm m(mm m m m ¢mi 
ADDRESS . . . . . .  ,7~ ------ m g m t m m m l e m m m e m m m m m m m m m m m m  m+. m 
PHONE, ' ¢ ' u m e g l l l t m n i i 4 m l e m m m n  gmF* i I m i l l  
DELIVER IN PERSON TO' 
93 Andersen Street 
Kitimat 
i ....... 
/ 
t 
i ~ , • 
Caz. ad'an 
Music lovers in Terrace California, up to Terrace, 
will have a special treat on to Calgary and 
available on Saturday, through to Manitoba. In 
Jan. 14, 1978 as the March of this year the 
Canadian Brass m~kes group toured China, 
an apperance in the doing 14 concerts in 14 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre days, as part of a rare 
under the sponsorship of cultural exchange which 
the Terrace Concert brought the Shanghai 
Association. Ballet to Canada. 
The stop in~,Terrace~i~'e'~he' Canadian Bra~ 
~part of a~world:tour~vhieh ~ ~wa~,begu~4n~l~7~.~b~ 
takes them to London, members of the brass 
Paris, parts of Germany, section of the Hamilton 
and Italy as well as five 
cities in Russia including 
Moscow and Leningrad. 
The first leg of the tour 
will end in December. 
Then in January they will 
head for Hawafi, 
Philharmonic.~Since that 
time there has been 
several changes of 
personal so that at ~the 
present ime the grotlp ~ 
consists of Ronald Romm 
(trumpet) ,  Ch~trles 
W ? 
.i} 
, . ( ,  
 ass comes to Terrace 
Daellenbach (tuba)  
Frederick Mills 
(trumpet), Graeme Page 
(french horn), Eugene 
Watts (tromb 
1Frederick Mills 
(trumpet), Graeme Page 
(french horn), Eugene the unequalled musical 
Canadian Brass indicate is so high that the pro- 
that it has succeeded in sale of tickets to Terrace 
winning audiences who Concert  Associat io  
come either for the hi- •members has already 
Oinks -- almost un- exceeded 500 seats. The 
precedented in the realm remaining tickets are 
of concert mus ic -  or for now on general sale and 
can be obta inedby  
Watts (trombone). experience, or for both. 
.... Each of ~,~,~ members The.- Washington •Star 
~of:tli~ ca~.ad'.~n Bras~is:a :r~ported ..... every:player 
master ili* hi~' 6~Vn: riglit in theCanadiaiiBra~is a 
but it is when' they get 
together as a group that 
things really happen. 
They have been referred 
to by some writers as 
"the Marx Brothers of 
Music". Critical ac- 
colades and enthusiastic 
, audience response for the 
telephoning Skip 
Bergsma t 635,5024.orby 
writing: ::to "BOX':368, 
Terrace: Titkets'will ~also 
superb instrumentalist, be sold Friday evening 
as well as a first rate Dec. 16 and satruday 
humorist., When they Dec. 17 in the Terrace 
return to Washingtin ext 
time, I doubt that there 
will be an empty seat in 
teh house." 
Interest in the 
Canadian Brass Concert 
Shopping Centre Mall. 
Prices are $6 adults, and 
$4 student and children. 
There is no school concert 
for this group. 
The Honda Civics, stock except for added safety equipment, provide 
the excitement and close racing action which caused the recent 
Honda.Goodrich series to grow beyond the expectations of its 
sponsors. 
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A dozen provincial probes 
VAFKver )cp) 
British Columbia now has 
more th n a dozen probes, 
i nve  
inquiries under ap- 
pointment by . the 
provincial government. 
The latest is a judicial 
inquiry into women's 
jails in the province, 
announced Monday in 
Victoria by Attorney- 
General G rde Gardom. It 
will be headed by 
Madame Justice Patricia 
Proudfoot of the B.C. Su- 
preme Court. 
The cnquiries have 
ranged from just a few 
days to the lengthy royal 
commission on the B.C. 
Railway, which has held 
months of hearings. A re- 
port is expected some 
time in 1978. 
• Five of the inquiries 
have been completed and 
11 others have yet to start 
or are already under 
way. 
The royal commission 
on B.C. Raft, headed by 
Mr. Justice Lloyd George 
McKenzie of the B.C. 
Supreme Court, was 
called Feb. 8 by Premier 
SALARIES IN- 
CREASED 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canadian char tered  
hanks employ more than 
146,000 men ana women, 
an increase of about 80 
~ r cent in 10 years, says e Canadian Bankers' 
Association. Employees 
collected $1.7 billion in 
salaries and benefits in 
1976, four times the total 
of a decade arlier. 
PROGRAMS WIN 
AWARDS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Beth David B'nai Israel 
Beth Am COlgregation in 
Metropolitan Toronto 
was honored at a con- 
vention of the United 
Synagogues of America 
in New York recently. 
The congregation was 
presented with two 
awards for excellence in 
s ypago~ue pro- ..... 
*gi'hnimmg. 
F ILM WON MEDAL 
SASKATOON (CP) -- A 
Forest o Build On, a film 
by Lumby Productions of 
Saskatoon, has won a 
silver medal in the in- 
formation category at the 
International Film and 
TV Festival in New York. 
The film was produced 
for the Saskatehewan 
Forest Products Cor- 
poration. The medal is 
the 14th international 
prize Lumby Productions 
has captured since 1973. 
DEDICATION SHOWN 
STRATFORD, Ont. 
(CP) -- Stewart Arnott 
and Christopher Blake 
were presented with $1,- 
00O each recently as 
winners of the Jean A. 
Chalmers Apprentice 
Award. The award is pre- 
sented annually to a 
young person between 18 
and 25 who has worked at 
least one season at the 
Stratford Festival and 
who has shown dedication 
to theatre in Canada. 
DROUGHT AID OF- 
FERED 
REGINA (CP) -- 
Federa l  Agr icu l tur  
Minister Eugene Whelan 
and provincial 
Agriculture Minister 
Edgar Kaeding have 
agreed to a joint program 
to aid Saskatchewan cow- 
calf operators affected by 
drought. It provides 
assistance of up to $15 a 
ton to a maximum of 
$2,250 for transporting 
foraSe for livestock feed 
and is effective from July 
I to March I, 1978. 
FOUNDATION AC- 
CLAIMED 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
World Health 
Organization, in recogni- 
tion of the Addiction 
Research Foundation's 
outstanding work in the 
field of alcohol and drug 
addiction research, has 
selected the Toronto 
Bill Bennett to require 
into all facets of the 
troubled railway. After 10 
months the commission 
may have an interim 
report on only one aspect 
of the railway's op- 
erations by year's end. 
NO MEETINGS 
An inquiry into any 
illegalities in the granting 
and issuing of guide 
outfitters licences and 
certificates by the 
government's fish and 
wildlife branch, under 
Provincial Court Judge J. 
L. McCarthy, was called 
Nov. 4 and has yet to hold 
any hearings. 
A special legislative 
comm:ttee was set up 
after allegations that five 
MLAs--four of them 
government members 
and two of those cabinet 
m 
accepted ext ra  public 
funds. It is potentially the 
most serious of any of the 
investigations, but the 
committee has yet to sit 
and opposition parties 
are threatening a boycott 
because they say the 
government-controfted 
I 
i 
news features ICP 
institution as an official 
collaborating centre for 
research and training on 
drug dependence. The 
action recognizes that 
problems created by 
alcohol and drug 
dependence pose a 
worldwide dilemma. 
UNIVERSITY CHOSE 
PLAY 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
The Running of the Deer, 
a play by Regina writer 
Geoffrey Ursell, has been 
chosen the winner of 
University of Alberta's 
1977 Clifford E. Lee 
award. The award 
carries with it a $3,000 
cash prize as well as 
publication and 
professional production 
of the play, which is set in 
Newfoundland in 1768. 
SERVICE EXPANDS 
TORONTO (CP) -- An 
average of Six. ,CBC 
rebroadca~ting ' tran- 
smitters a month are 
going on the air, with 
more than 150 new in- 
stallations since July, 
1975. 
body would result in a 
whitewash. 
Five municipal affairs 
department inquiries-- 
including two in Surrey 
and one in Prince 
George--involve 
allegations of shady 
dealings in local aff irs 
and land deals. 
One other inquiry, in 
Matsqui, wrapped up its 
business earlier this year 
and found that two 
municipal employees 
acted unethically, but not 
illegally,nan becoming 
involved in a major land 
deal. 
Two other inquiries are 
looking at over-all con- 
troversies, rather than 
specific allegations of 
wrongdoing. 
• Ra i !  
mqmry 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The royal commission 
inquiry into the British 
Columbia Railway left 
Vancouver today for an 
inspection tour of the 
Fort Nelson extension 
and the Alaska Highway 
in northeastern B.C... 
Commissioners Justice 
Lloyd McKenzie, David 
Chapman and Sydney 
Welsh flew to Fort St. 
John, to meet a BCR train 
to tr vel along the 400- 
kftometre extension to 
Fort Nelson. 
Justice McKenzie said 
the commission will view 
the roadbed along the rail 
extension and, on the 
return journey to Fort St. 
John, will travel by car to 
assess the condition of the 
Alask Highway. 
The rail-road trip will 
enable the com- 
missioners to examine 
the merits of a tent tire 
~)~?p osal in which freight wean the two nor- 
theast towns would he 
switched from the 
railway and trucked 
along the highway. 
• At the public hearings 
:Tuesday ' irr! *Vancouver, 
the commission, s ......... 
financial adviser said the 
cost of the trucking 
alternative might he less 
than rail if trucking rates 
can be reduced by high- 
way improvement. 
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES 
TUESDAY - MONDAY 1 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY - TUESDAY 1 p.m. 
THURSDAY- WEDNESDAY 1 p.m. 
FRIDAY- THURSDAY 1 p.m. 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 1 p.m. 
liO REFUNB ON CLASSIFIEDS 
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC  
COMPANY L IMITED 
SALES 
nGEIITS 
FOR OUR 
MOBILE  RADIO EQUIPMENT SALES 
LOCATED IN 
VANCOUVER,  TERRACE,  FT. ST. JOHN 
I 
REQUIREMENTS: Must have a proven 
• sales record. Experimnce In communications 
while a definite asset is not mandatory. 
Training is provided. 
EXCELLENT COMMISSION PLAN: Initial 
Guaranteed Draw. Potential gross earnings 
$20,000. S40,0O0. 
REPLY IN CONFIDENCE SENDING 
RESUME TO: 
Regional Sales Manager 
Communications Dept. 
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
LTD. 
3030 East Eroadway 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3V9 
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By Phil Stewart 
RECREATION OHATTER 
Shutterbugs i  a program in photography for 
children, and is our latest addition to the roster of new 
jprograms for the winter .session, commencing in 
anuary. Shutterbugs treamrea nasie operation anu 
handling of a 35ram camera, composition i black and 
white and several photographm trips within the 
Community. 
A Film Series especially for young people is 
scheduled to begin January 20th, from 6:15 to 9:15 
p.m. Films will be shown every second Friday night 
at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room and will include 
action adventures, animated films and classic animal 
stories such as Big Red and The Yearling. Short 
feature films from the National Film Board such as 
Little Red Riding Hood and The Steadfast Tin Soldier 
will also be viewed. Those interested in learning to 
become film projectionists for this film series should 
contact the Recreation Office 638-1174. 
Many people seem interested inparticipating in a 
friendly afternoon of Craft Activit|es. A variety'of 
craft ideas and techniques would be introduced and 
shared among the group. Interested in helping out 
with this program? Please contact he Recreation 
Program Co-Ordinator Sharon Laugh at 638-1177. . 
Volleyball Anyone? Meet with Will Hercus ana 
several other recreational volleyball players from the 
fall seasons scrub league for an organizational 
meeting at Uplands School at 7 p,.m., Monday 
December 12. A new league schedule will be drawn up 
and new home teams assigned to be effective in 
January. New individual players and teams are 
welcome. 
Coed Recreational Sports will be available for teens, 
commencing January 28th and every Saturday 
morning from 18:30 a.m. to noon at Clarence Michiel 
Gym. A variety of recreational activities including 5 a 
side soccer, scrub volleyball and basketball, floor 
hockey are just some of the possibilities..~ Afterward, 
~tprus yore'self theough a variety of Craft Activities 
in,-~s~elaxed,'.Anfomml at osphere wi.th Ron vn- 
derwood, 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. at Clarence Michiel School. 
Recreational Sports minded persons interested in 
helping out with this program should contact Sharon 
at 638-1177. 
Would your believe... The Zamheni blew a piston'on 
the 6th. Then one compressor broke down. The 
condensor istotally frozen! !&+? Thus the shutdown 
on the 6th and the 7th. Sorry about he inconvenience. 
The arena should be functioning at almost full tilt by 
Thursday or Friday although wehave to scrape the ice 
by hand. It takes a little longer, but we can suc- 
cessfully get it done. 
Lucky Landing 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) don't know if it was luck 
-- It takes more than or what, but tbehole was 
having to land an air- there and I'm sure glad," 
plane on a busy freeway he said. 
to scare Jeff Stanley The plane, equipped 
away from flying, with wheels on its landing 
Stanley put down his pontoons, landed in the 
amphibious Cessna 165 on southbound lanes just 
busy Interstate 5 near north of the michigan 
this city's downtown area Street exit. 
Tuesday in what he Traffic was backed 
described as "a hole of until the plane could 
three or four car towed to a parking 
lengths." 
After a talk with 
Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration officials, he 
filled out some forms, 
then "jumped into a 
helicopter and flew back 
to work." 
Stanley, 27, is a pilot for 
Alpine Helicopters of 
Port Ludlow, Wash. He 
was on a. flight from 
Bremerton, Wash. to 
Seattle in the fixed-wing 
plane, preparing to land 
at Boeing Field, when 
"my engine just quit" at 
about 800 feet above the 
garage< 
The plane's right wing 
crunched into a highway 
sign, damaging the wing 
and the fuselage, and the 
right float was smashed 
when it hit a curb, 
Stanley said. 
He's'looking forward to 
having the plane repaired 
so he can fly it again. "I 
really like that plane," he 
said, "It's a good air- 
plane." 
Highway 
This Year's Christmas Card Shoppers 
November 24, 1977 -- It's 
tradition all the wa~, - a 
return to the memories of
childhood. That 's  the 
trend for Christmas 
greeting cards this year, 
reports the 16 member 
Gift Packaging . and 
Greeting Card 
Association of Canada. 
Christmas card themes 
trend to reflect the 
i~ivtterns of modern 
ing, says Richard 
CaLms, President, Coutts 
Hallmark. "While Santa 
Claus is still depicted as a 
sports buff, as he was in 
1976, there is an in- 
creased emphasis on the 
• traditional values, colors 
and Scenes of Christmas. 
"But we must 
remember, Christmas is 
an individual time, and 
the design selection is 
unbelievably broad. 
People can and do buy 
cards which express their 
own particular feelings." 
Howard McGirr, Vice 
Leaning to Conservative Traditional 
TORONTO, ONT., public." publ ishers-  is also 
~efieeted in this year's Carlton Cards, agrees, adding "there's a lot of Ron Wiilcocks, Vice 
photographic President and General 
reproduction being done Manager, Gibson 
and we're finding the Greeting Cards, feels that 
religious aspect of 
Christmas i  still strong, 
but it's leas specific - 
more along the lines of 
faith and belief in 
general. However, 1 
must add, we find. 
Christmas i not a trendy 
time, but a time of 
tradition." 
Clancy Delbarre, 
President, Rust Craft. 
says he agrees. "It's not 
unusual; Christmas, 
after all, is the most 
traditional time of  the 
year. So people tend to 
stick with snow scenes, 
fireplaces or cards 
showing Christmas tree 
ornaments - things in that 
line. Of course, there are 
always ome people who 
want abstracts, or 
sporting themes, but this 
is .i a sman numoer 
a person buys fashion 
when buying a card. 
"The sentiments are the 
same each year, because 
feelings don't really 
change. How they're 
presented changes . 
slightly. This year, the 
Christmas scenes are the 
same, but there's a 
greater use of greens and 
reds. And the 
background is generally 
in earthy or beige tones." 
J.F. Marshall, 
P res ident ,  Austin- 
Marshall Limited, feels 
Canada landscapes have 
been "the backbone of 
my business for the last 
40 years. These are 
alwa.~s popular. What's 
on me increase is the 
number of cards 
s noted that the 
Christmas pes_tage stamp 
which is bakal on the first 
Canadian Christmas 
carol "Jesous 
Ahatonhia" and on the 
first official Christmas 
greeting card of the 
Association. This is a 
reproduction of a Cor- 
nelius Kreighoff painting 
called Habitants Home in 
Winter. 
The first Canadian 
Christmas cards were 
~ blished by Rolph Smith Company of Toronto, 
who apparently had  to 
register the cards when 
they were off the press. 
This was done "ac- 
cording to the Act of 
Parliament of Canada in 
the year of 1881... in the 
Office of the Minister of 
Agriculture". 
The first Christmas 
card known, was 
designed in 1843, in 
ground. Canadian theme -used by London England, by John 
• Marketing, eo.mpared to the general most of the greeting card Callcott Horsley. 1/2  President, 
Standard restarting .!.1./ 
procedures fai led.  [ L toEditor I . WillGi Tinkering with gas Work will begin next Gov't ve 
mixture andotherthings week on three new etter 
failed. " bridges on t.o 103 000 Cdn Books "Nothin~ worked, so I Yellowhead Highway 16 PLEADING WITH is so have and shop y 
called Baaing tower and I between Prince Rupert TERRACE compassion for these 
told them "Mayday ,  'i'm and Terrace where major ' • frai l  bod ies  as  they need Free  For  Ask ing!  
going down, I don't know highway censtruction is Inhuman is the name of help desperately. 
where, but I'm going under way, it was an- the game at Skeeoaview Progress is fine, but in 
down'," he said. nounced by Highways Lodge. Dog eat dog ~d this situation you must Ottawa -- The Canada Two selection corn- 
and Public Works whoever orwhatever gets realize the elderly come Council has bought mittees chose books from 
fwst. After all they are by 
veterans who built this 
Heading south, Stanley 
said he could see 
"nothing but factory 
buildings and power lines 
to crash into. I had a lot of 
pressure on_me. I was 
pretty scared. 
BLOWN BY WIND 
"l turned northward 
and the wind really blew 
me, which helped get by 
the power lines. The word 
freeway stuck in my 
mind, so I cut it in a real 
tight turn and I clewed 
those wirest by a coat ot 
paint. I literally was 
falling sideways to get by 
those wires." 
The f re~_ waY r,unfl along 
a ~ ide  :east-~f the 
airport. : ,  .:, ( .~ 
"When I came over the 
power lines 1 noticed a 
hole of three or four cars 
and I just put it in there," 
he said. 
Stanley said it was 
"typical noon freeway 
t ra f f i c -  bumper to 
bumper." However, no 
one car was damaged and 
• o 1 " I  no one was m~ureu. 
Nat. Gas Hike Hearing Soon 
14½ to 19 cents per Mcf. 
The primary purpose of 
the Pacific Northern 
application is to seek 
authority to implement a 
change in the method of 
accounting for income 
tax from the "flow- 
through" basis currently 
used by the company to a 
"normalized" basis. The 
significance of the 
proposed change is that it 
would allow the company 
to collect revenue in the 
current period for income 
tax liabilities which 
accrue in that period but 
which are not due and 
~y_able until a future 
0~3 [e .  
A copy of the ap- 
plication can be inspected 
at offices of Pacific 
Northern in the eom- 
munitios it serves. 
The hearing will be 
open to the public. Any 
person interested in 
participating should read 
the Notice of Hearing and 
may call the secretary of 
the Commission for 
further information. 
vicinity are asked to get 
in touch with MLA 
Cyril Shelford 
immediately. 
The British Columbia 
Energy Commission has 
issued an order setting 
February 1, 1978 as a 
hearing date in Van- 
couver to consider an 
application by Pacific 
Northern Gas Ltd. to 
increase their rates for 
all natural goas sold. The 
Commission • will com- 
prise Deputy Chairman 
R.J. Ludgate and 
Commissioners D.B. 
Kilpatrick and F.E. 
Walden. 
The tariff amendment 
proposed by Pacific 
Northern would, if ap- 
proved, result in an m- 
crease of 11.6 per cent in 
the revenue received by 
the company. This would 
increase residential rates 
by 22 cents per Mcf 
(thousand cubic feet 
~ s), commercial rates tween 19 cents to 22 
cents per Mcf, and in- 
dustrial rates between 
• .Following is a 
statement by the B.C. 
Engery Commission 
setting a date for a 
Vancouver hearing 
regarding proposed 
Natural gas rate in- 
creases totally 22 per- 
cent. This increase would 
apply to all natural gas  
customers inB,C. yet no 
hearing is planned for 
Northern consumers - 
presumably they (we) 
would have to travel to 
Vancouver. As reported 
In yesterday's HERALD, 
Skeena MLA Cyril 
Shelford feels a similar 
hearing sould be held in 
Terrace or somewhere in
Northern B.C. but has 
been told by the Energy 
Commission so far there 
has been a total absence 
of interest shown by 
Northern residents and 
no indication anyone 
would show up at a 
Northern hearing. Any 
persons interested in 
having the Commission 
convene a Northern 
hearing in Terrace or 
Polar Bear Bile Drug 
Good For Gallstones'? 
"these pills are not as 
ubstitute for surgery to 
remove gallstones." 
The formation of 
~i alistones i  considered a ver disease because the 
liver produces the bile 
from whose constituents 
the stones are formed. 
FORMED IN BLADDER 
The bile ts con- 
centrated and stored in 
thegall-bladder and most 
gallstones are formed 
there. 
Carey, said the~ drug 
administered ~, : l~:~al l  
doses is particu!drly 
important f0i~;;lhitiouts 
who must undergo life 
therapy--that is, taking 
the drug on a regular 
basis. 
"The dissolving of the 
gallstone is a slow 
process," he said. 
"It can take up to two to 
three years. Hopefully 
through our studies we 
can soon speed up the 
process." 
He said that for 
patients in serious con- 
dition, the drug has no v 
lue because they are in 
acute agony and must be 
surgically dealt with. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Bile 
acids from the arctic 
polar bear are being used 
m a new drug to treat 
sufferers of gallstones, a 
professor of medicine at 
the Harvard Medical 
School in Boston says. 
Dr. Martin Carey, in 
Canada under the 
auspices of the Canadian 
foundation for Diseases 
of the Liver, said at a 
news conference Tuesday 
that ursodeoxychoIic acid 
can dissolve gallstones in
human beings with a 
minimum of side effects. 
But he cautioned 
Minister Alex V. Fraser 
and Cyril Shelford, the 
M.L.A. for Skeena. 
The bridges will he at 
Agate Creek, 94.4 
kilometres (59 miles) 
west of Terrace, Igneous 
Creek, 92.4 Kilometres 
(58 miles) west of 
Terrace and Kwinitsa 
Creek, 81.6 kilomeires (51 
miles) west of Terrace. 
Agate Creek and 
Ingeous Creek bridges 
will be two-span 63-foot 
prestressed concrete box 
stringer ~pa structures, 
and Kwimtsa bridge will 
he a two-span 125-foot 
structure o f  the same 
type. Abutments and 
piers for the bridges will 
be of reinforcec oncrete 
caps on steel H-piles. 
Contract for the job 
went to Kingston Con- 
struction Ltd., of Bur- 
naby, a firm which 
submitted the lowest of 
three tenders for the job 
at a bid price of $374,519. 
Fourteen workers will 
be employed for varying 
periods of time for four 
months• 
Total cost, including 
engineering 'supervision 
and materials, will be 
$645,000. 
NEW YEAR'S 
CARD FIRST 
The greeting card took 
concrete form first in the 
celebration of New Year. 
Many centuries before 
Christianity the Romans 
made lucky pennies 
showing Janus, the 
Roman God of openings 
and beginnings. Pictured 
as a head with two faced 
- -one  looking back and 
one forward -- the lucky 
symbol was often ac- 
companied by in- 
soriptions such as "A 
Happy and Prosperous 
New Year to Me" -- 
"Me"  presumably, 
meaning lthe recipient 
who woul~ be reminded 
of the go,wishes every 
time he a~ead the in- 
scription. 
in their way get put in 
their place. 
The superior of this 
establishment has no  
conscience or he wouldn't 
let this happen. How can 
you rest your mind, 
knowing what you are 
doing is not the right 
decision for these 
residents. Uprooting at 
their age is critical, but, 
to prove your superiority 
is all that's important to 
you no matter what the 
cost is. Have you ever 
mingled with the patients 
or staff? No, became you 
try and evade the reality 
and have other people 
doing your dirty work. 
Getting an unwilling 
patient ~ ~ ready ' for 
discharge against his will 
and the ward staff to take 
the blame is a cowardly 
wa~r out of any situation. 
It m your responsibility 
and we don't want to do 
your dirty work. Seeing 
them fight every inch of 
the way, leaving them 
breathless, unwilling to 
leave their home and 
having to give them an  
injection to keep them 
from having a heart 
seizure because of the 
upset and depression. I
call that in[iuman and 
heartless. They are not 
animals and you better 
start realizing this. 
I'm not talking here 
about charges or regular 
staff, because most of 
them feel as I do. 
To all concerned people 
of this community; it's 
about ime we put a stop 
to what's happening here. 
We desperately need a 
new 'home for our elderly 
and it is the least we can 
do for them. All they are 
asking for is a bit of 
comfort until their final 
days. Same of you have 
relatives and close 
friends in this facility and 
being shipped off to 
different surrounrdi~c ga~ 
can he fatal. They c 
this place home and are 
unwilling to leave. When 
it comes to having to use 
force it's time something 
was done. Skeenaview is
the only home now for 
they know of no other. 
Homo is where the heart 
town and they are due for 
comfort in their old age. 
Many of them haven't 
many more years with us 
so why in Gods' name put 
them through ell at this 
point. 
Word is a new court 
house is to be built here 
and a new home is what is 
really needed for these 
elderly people right now. 
Skeeoaview Lodge is 
the most suitable area to 
rebuild for it's beauty. 
Comments are always 
heard from frail breaths 
as they are walked on 
these grounds. There 
isn't much beauty left in 
their lives SO wl~ take it 
away from-them :and i t  
keel's them in touch with 
I m sure [his town can 
figure out a way to keep 
our residents afe and 
secure in their final days. 
What kind of govern- 
ment are you running Mr. 
Bennett? Can you not see 
what's happening here? 
It's time you took steps in 
preventing this 
disastrous situation from 
happening, here. Get 
someone m that office 
who cares and works for 
these people instead of 
against.them. 
Maybe ~ you aren't 
making millions or 
having these residents 
living here but I'm sure 
we all owe them some 
consideration. After all, 
they cannot help :them- 
selves and someone has 
to care. Is money all that 
important when it comes 
to helping our own 
people, our crippled, our 
aged or anyone m need. 
They should come first. 
A new home ac- 
commodating atleast lS0 
beds for this area has to 
be 10o610 A new home 
accommodating at least 
150 beds for this area has 
to be rebuilt and in the 
near future. Give them a 
new home that is all they 
ask. 
Sincerely 
A concerned citizen 
PCO-Worker of S.V.L, 
Greenpeace 
deplores whaling 
SAN FRANCISCO outboard motors then 
(Reuter) -- The we'll go along with 
Greenpeace Foundation aboriginal hunting. It's 
has deplored the In- tragic, absolutely tragic, 
tg rnahona l  Wha] that they would allow 
Commission's decision in politics to force a 
Tokyo to set a limited resumption of hewhead 
quota on bowhead whales whale-hunting/' 
in the Bering Sea for 
Alaskan Eskimo hunters. He was referring to the 
Spokesman Bob Taunt Eskimos' use of modern 
said Wednesday the hunting weapons and 
environmental their intense lobbying to 
organization, which has have bowhead whaling 
spearheaded opposition resumed. 
to whaling for many 
years, was not opposed to The 17-country IWC 
traditional Eskimo whale had decided at its 
hunting, meeting in Canberra in 
"The moment the June to prohibit hunting 
Eskimos put down their of the Bering Sea 
shoulder guns and their bowheads because the 
stock was in danger of 
extinctiondue to increas- 
ing catches by Alaskan 
Eskimos. 
But after hearing an 
Eskimo representative, 
the IWC said that in 1978 
all bowhead whaling 
should stop after 18 were 
struck or 12 landed. 
Taunt said there should 
be a one-year 
moratorium on the 
whaling. 
"Last year the 
5Eskimos struck 77 and 
landed only 26," he said, 
adding that the remain- 
ing whales probably died 
later -" but were not 
recovered by the hunters. 
103,000 books 
Canadian authors from 
~ublishers eligible under 
zts aid to publishing 
program. The books, in 
kits of 200 titles each, will 
.he distributed free, some 
in Canada and some 
abroad. 
In Canada the books 
will he offered to isn- 
titutions, groups or 
organizations that do not 
have .the.money to buy 
books themselves and 
.th?t agree to make the 
b~oks~vallable foruse in 
the community. In other 
countries, distribution to 
universities, cultural 
centres and other in- 
stitutions will be handled 
by- the :De artmept"o~ 
External;~irsi~ '.~:% .~ 
Sicne the  Council's 
book donation program 
was started in 1972, 
recipients ofthe kits have 
included shcool libraries 
in: remote areas, homes 
for the aged, hospitals, 
cultural centres, 
voluntary charitable 
associations and prisons. 
Recipients may request a
kit of 200 books either in 
French or in English, or a 
mixed lot of 100 books in 
each language. This year 
the Council has spent 
$700,000 on the program. 
the catalogues of 94 
English-language and 46 
French-language 
publishers. Each com- 
mittee includes a 
bookseller, a literary 
critic, a librarian and a 
writer. The English- 
language jury this year 
was composed of AI. E. 
Cummings, Peter 
Buitenhuis, Norman 
Horrocks and Shells 
Watson. The French- 
language jury was made 
up of Guy Delorme, Jean 
Sarazzin, Jacques 
Panneton and Pierre 
Morency. 
The choice of books is 
varied, ranging from 
novels, essays and poetry 
collations, to .woT, i ~, on 
e~orB~, te:so~ tidbs: 
Dancing Girls by 
Margaret Atwood, Ten 
Lost Years by Barry 
Broadfoot, A Painter's 
Country by A.Y. Jackson 
and Anne Hebert's The 
Silent Rooms. 
Groups or 
organizations that wish to 
apply for a book it in this 
annual competit ior 
should write to the 
Writing and Publication 
Section of the Council. 
Application forms must 
be returned to the Council 
before January 31, 1978. 
Savings Bonds 
Sales Up 
VANCOUVER- Sales 
of Canada Savings Bonds 
to employees on the 
payroll savings plan in 
B.C. and the Yukon in- 
creased 12.36 percent in 
dollar volume over last 
year's total, George 
Sherwood, regional 
director of the payroll 
savings plan, reported 
recently. 
Dollar volume for the 
1977-78 series of CSBs was 
$49,721,900 compared to 
$43,862,650 in 1976-77 and 
participation in the 
payroll deduction 
campaign increased 3.87 
percent, up to 50,525 
employees from 48,641. 
There were 509 
organizations and groups 
offering the payroll 
purchase plan to em- 
ployees and of these 337 
exceeded last year's 
dollar volume with 246 
establishments reporting 
more applications. 
Twenty-seven new 
establishments par- 
ticipated in the plan this 
year for the first time 
with total sales of 
$1,124,600. Out of 9079 
employers in the new 
establishments, 1389 
purchased bonds. 
"It was a most suc- 
cessful campaign," said 
George Sherwood. "We 
reached' an un-  
precedented number of 
employees this year in 
B.C. and the Yukon, and 
the average application 
in' dollar volume rose 
from $904,14 to $984.10. 
"Despite the economic 
situation in B.C. we found 
that, on the average, 
employment was not 
down in the companies 
we covered. 
"Buyiug Canada 
Savings Bonds through 
payroll deduction is a 
systematic way to save 
money with no .risks 
attached and this apl~.als 
to people who wish to 
save for some 'specific 
goal." 
George Sherwood paid 
tribute to the con- 
centrated activities of the 
10 campaign organizers 
on loan from investment 
companies, and to the 
hundreds of campaign 
directors and canvassers 
in the participating 
establishments, as well 
as to the media. 
"There were changes 
in the bonds this year and 
in the system. The 
• organizers had the 
challenge of explain~,g 
the new bonds to me 
organizations and their 
employees• They met t~ 
challenge well as did the 
company campaign 
directors, and can- 
vassers. The media too 
kept the public well in- 
formed. All are to he 
congratulated on an 
excellent effort." 
On the national evel 
the Finance Department 
of Canada reported that 
$648 million of Canada.- 
Savings Bonds have been 
sold through the payrolls 
savings plan this year, an 
increase of 11 percent 
over the corresponding 
period last year. 
+ ! 
I 
Terrace 
commercial 
hockey 
T,..em Ford has edge in points as the commercial 
League nears its mid-season mark. ' . 
' The totem Ford Commercial Hockey League 
team who lost three of their first four games have 
come on Stron~ with seven wins in a ~ow: Their 
most recent wm being a third period bonanza of 
eight goals to defeat Skeena Hotel ten to two. In that 
game Totem outshot their opponents forty-five to 
nineteen in a show of offensive strength. MeEwan 
Motors are close on the he~ls of Totem Ford being 
just two points out of first place. They are still very 
much in the running with a strong defensive team. 
Third place Gordon and Anderson have come off a 
five game losing streak with a win and a tie in their 
last two outings. The tie with McEwan Motors on 
Monday night was one of the closest games of the 
season. The shots on goal were different by one 
point and the game was played quickly with only 
four minor penalties being called. Skeena Hotel are 
inteh cellar but this position has not stop _~ Dayo 
Sherpe, a team member, from controlling me 
scoring race. Dave has a total of twenty-seven 
points for the season, not qui'te up to the record he 
set two years ago, but ahead of last year's totals for 
this number of games. 
Team standings as of Dee. 5, 197L 
Team 
Totem Ford 
McEwan_ Motors 
G.&A.  
Skeona ' 
Scoring 
Name 
Dave Sharpe 
Jim Gustafson 
Bob Peacock 
Dick Shinde 
Steve Dillabongh 
Frank O'Brlen 
Lea Thorsteinson 
i 
I 
Games Wins Loss Ties Points 
1I 8 3 0 16 
_11 6 3 2 14 
12 4 6 2 10 
12 3 9 0 6 
Race as of Dec. 5, 197L 
Team Gesls Assists Pointt 
Skeesn 19 8 27 
G. &A. 10 15 25 
Totem 11 13 24 
Totem 11 6 17 
Me|wan 9 7 16 
McEwan 7 9 16 
G. & A. 4 12 16 
Sports 
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• .+  . Poor 
• Grey 
+x++~ ~ :~i?., "- ........... - : ' 
I ' .... f ields • . ~ ~ ~.~:  .~  " ., . ~o~+++'* ~ :'~:+++~" "',,.. +:.. :,. ~+.~ :;.
:~ " Two Mississanga, Ont., 
"':: ' : ' "+: " " ...... men have started an 
. .. :~  i Ji:!~"i ~ +" : "  a~Peal to the Canadian 
' ':+'+~;-.,2::~:'~'~::,. ((~" "+ . -+-,,-+'~,~.:~:<.~ ~-  u:,+ " Footba l l  l eague  wh ich  
~:.+,,:+:,,,,+.~..::..+,.~.~+~.+.~++ theyhope will force a 
+. :., +i~. . ..... . , . ,+ : .~,:+,,i,:+. ~.~.::~;,;_.~:~. , .:, .. .... change in field conditions 
~#'..:.~:::+,~:~+!+.~.~;.~,;:, for future Grey Cup 
+~,  ~ ~.-" '>¢ ". :e  , ' 
~ "  ++,.'i~,.+~,~ : games. . i;: ~fl~- +~ ~++++ ~ ~.~C+~..+ ~ 
Steven Offer spent $600 of 
" +'%;;:~::~'::~ "%~. ', their own money to take 
~,  N i l  >+~~ ++++ .- ' " ~..~ . out un advertisement in !~!~;~:i+:~!:~ ' T esd y's Star in which 
.~+;..~: :~'.. . :.. .+~::+.i~.+ .. ~ they ask football fans who 
+..~+;,.;~ ~ -: share their sentiments 
~}.++.;:~,&~'?::~; : .++%.. , '*,:::.,~:., . , , about poor  field con- 
~ro~,~,~ ~ ": ~ . . . . . .  ~ i  express their support. 
r~;~% "~" ; '++ ~' . . . . .  ditions to write them and 
~:,:~: iA  ~ ;:~;~* ~"." : David and Offer hope to 
• .. ~ ]  '%':. :~-::: :i:~+: '.L : ~ :  ....... present heir findings to : ~ '~ ~:- ! ~ "~6i~"," " +'~';'-'i 
i i :~  io ++' " ": ~ ~:.+ " " . the CFL's annual 
" .... +" '+ meeting. They will 
:~ .;,,;+.., i :..,: . . . . .  propose to the CFL that 
• ."::~++ ~:  + the season start one ~-' 
.. : ':::;~:~':~":~+:  month earlier and that 
"~..i.-..~ "..+ .... the Grey Cup be played at 
q ~ 
:( ' ;"(~ .::++,i:! ,.:~i+!::!ii!!+!i!!! !i ~:. ~i, ::i/: . i;: ?"+:.,. +'~!!ii!!: "+~+; +'>::'"+:+~+' . . . .  . . . ... """" ' + the end of Octob~, rather 
:+ ... :.':,+:.,:: + +- +~++:~++:~++, ,+',~+::z ~,. ;+:' :,- than  on  the final Sunday 
:?ii '::%: ::: ';; " ;" + +:"+:+:~?+"+' "'+" ''+ .... ,,::.:~.,~..,..:: ....... of November. 
~: ~:- ~ :,~,+y~.~; : . . . . .  
..... " :'~:' "" , ,~" .~ ": :""" , .... I, Offer was  at Montreal's 
: !i)+': ~7~ ~ :~:"~ ': ! : ".&iX:.: ~::. :;" :~:~ '~ ' :~ ,~:  + :" ."  ~ " ~;+"-~~~: -,-+-+ O lympic  S tad ium on Nov.  
. . . . . .  " : :}:, ~!J~i~ ~,~<, . . . . . . .  : ";: .!. 
:';(: . victory over Edmonton ! i!: ' :.: :i:iil;+ ....... ' . :  • . . . . . . .  : : . . . - :  '+... Alouettes scored a 41-6 
Members of the Terrace Bluebaek Swlm Club will be flying to I class; Trent Martln and Bob Clarkson in the beys sge13 and14 ; and Eskimos. The field, 
Vancouver this weekend to compete st Simon Fraser University for I David Kenny, David Mostad and Ty Martin will compete in the frozen and slippery from 
a level I swim meet. Kelly Garret oudKendall Mort|son will senior boys class. The group will be under a let el pressure becsuse a snowfall and cold 
compete in the girls age 11 class; Mona Martin in the senlor girls of the high calibre of the competition, weather, was said by 
many observers to he 
almost unplayable. 
"It's ridiculous that six Thanksg iv ing  hockey  v io lence  
By FRANK BROWN 
The Associated Press 
The seven-day period 
that began with the U.S. 
Thanksgiving Day on 
Nov. 24 was one of the 
most violent pro hockey 
has seen in some time. 
Oh, not There's that 
word  again--violence. 
Hockey people he r that 
C pital 1 i i and wooder which an- a s c us ng  n tralned observer is taking 
potshots at their beloved 
Wasliltigt6h ~b i~ ls ;  5- 
2 losers to Vancouver 
Canucks Tuesday night, 
are dosing in on a record 
they once held in the Na- 
t/onal Hockey League. 
The Capitals, who have 
gone 26 games without a 
win, are just five away 
from their own winless 
record and seven hack of 
the NI-IL mark set by 
Kansas City Scouts 
during the 1975-76 season. 
The- Scouts, now the 
Colorado Rockies, own 
ugnt to a,II~itie: ...... ,.. ; 
At  Washington, Chris 
Oddleifson scored two 
goals during ~n three.goal 
outburst in the first 
period and Vancouver 
goaltender Cesare . 
Maniago stopped 36 
Washington shots, in- 
cluding 19 in the second 
period, as the Canucks 
maintained their one- 
t int lead on Chicago in rat place in the Smythe 
Division. 
OVERCOMING 
sport. 
,Welh ,,SOP,, IXl ::it. Wilt. 
other, term: are you going 
touse for a B0sten'Brninn 
player challenging the 
entire Minnesota North 
Stars team to a fight? 
That happened last 
Thursday night during a 
National Hockey League 
g me. 
What other word are 
you going to use when 
Edmonton Oilers rookie 
Dave Semenko grabs a 
chair from the dressing 
room area at the Civic 
Centre in Hartford, 
Ski of nine teams take part in 
'~ . . . .  " .~f f i ,~ , , ,n  the pIsyoffs, with the 
a World Hockey Thansk-'v'--ni"ht . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W[/ [~I [ /~ IO sirviving two teams -q; ~ • nome rink andrea ue . . ,~s..a fn.. o,,, ¢'..~v ¢~in 
Association contest? That We apologize for o protected and policed as . ' s • ,, • • • • VALdlSERE, France under the condztzon happened Nov. 26. behawor, he said after a lion defends ds pride . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..-_,. _~-~,...~ ~.. u, . , .  
What other word are being suspended."The Montreal" Liteuten.. . - -_ o~%_u.~ w__m~., ~)~er"said'. . . . .  
you going to use when league has made the • • won an NHL •rnerese t~amg ox ~wat- ~em, ,.,s.©, • 
Birmingham Bulls of the nron~r decision" ~ens i=. :~, ,  : , : :e zerland won the women's "We are inviting lx~o[~le 
t was • downmill race today, the to show then" sup .p~'t mr WHA are involved in two ~'~e statemen at home m 40 games last . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, ,,_...~ M,~ 
bench-clearing brawls in somethin of a con- ~, .~,  At nn ttrn~ did ane openmg event ot me twt~- our smnu, .u-v,u .ea,~: 
three games;when a tradietio~ in terms for o~tl~"~ Dl'a~e~s'cha/lenge 78 World Cup skiing :...S~ly the ~am, ynnmo 
• af r . -  - . .  season ,my© ~,z.~ oo;, ,,. ,-,- player named Willie Demers, who sazd te the enttre opposztion• • _~,  ;_.,,,.~o., ~Mth,U 
Trognitz is bannod for life " s • , • " •shed the course - ,~ ,  ,,-v,, . . . . . . . . . .  the bench-cleanng rue  Annarentlv, t t s  dtf- She fun . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
from the Internotional . . . . . . . .  " t 24 18 game oz me yrmr• at Birmin ham • I don t • m one mmu e, ,, g • ferent m Boston. On ' ' the 
Hockey League after he blame the Bulls fordoin.g Thursday night, John seconds, .12. seconds ,, 'We;onFWdlootb ~ 
is alleged to have used his what theydid. Thatpms Weusink of the Bruins faster than nor arch- .-+ . . . .  .1 . . . . . . . . .  
stick as a black jack on people in the  building, challenged one and all of rival, Annema.rie Moser t~__agu,.e_ ~r m..e.ngm.,~ ' d-- . . . . . . . . . .  " • .;~ . . . . . .  ,* "p tmeu~ q.uy~.?uu.,ffi--,,.~ another,,~ayer s hen . H~key. Is h~tthg and We the North Stars tO do of Austria. - .~, . . . . . .  . , . . , i ._ .~we~. 
only to~surfacedaysinter' '~ :" = :: ..... : "fiki~ ' . . . . . .  • ' :' ...t.rJ. uw,~- .~,~ d~t0  d0 something fistic battle• When .none Monika Bander of West c .... ~ ,h,t  is not 
in: the ~WHK with Cin- t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  tha• .. .  . . . . .  accepted his mv|tation, Germany f~nshed third . . . . . . . .  .ohm.. ,, 
cianaU Stingers?. " " • t'" • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Somc tifing u Kfl t~•  he threw up his hands m m 1:25.25. Durra de Fans wishing to sup- 
CALLED VIOLENCE amounted to a io-mmute disgust andskated away. A~ustini of Switzerland ~,~. . , ;aond  Offer may 
" "~ ~JqgK L &~VZt4  ~;S j 
Are you going to call melee that sent 10players Bruinn coach _ Don was fourth in 1:25.28. write to 3105 Glen Erin 
that peace and love, or re, me .pe_naity.nnxmr a Cherry, commented: • • Others finishing in the Drive, Unit 6. 
man's humanity to man? mtm ot ~ minutes--an "They (the Norm . . . . .  • 24 mp xo: Mississauga, Ont. Hardly. You've got to call thin after exactly . . . .  Stars) sure can skate-- T Irm~ard Lukssser, , 
it •what it is--violence, seconds of play, na...rmy ha, ha, ha. That's a good Aus'tria 1~25 1 The illness 
fights for fees. enough time to build a skating team--ha, ha, ha. 6 Evi" Mittermaier, you'll never see 
The WH has taken gru¢l~e. . _. "If our bench had been W~t Germany 1:25.60 coming. Getin 
strict 'measures against rams coacn ulen challenged. I would have .~ nl~, ia; t to t l~her  shape - -  ano u 
such infractions. Stingers Sanmor, who has built iumned~ over My luys ,0;,'~':."~,,~;:4"~'1.~ don't give the 
coach Jacques Demurs one of the most muscular ~ou[dn-'t have had" to '~"~,.~.=~.Z':~ " i:ren enemy abig • 
even apologized after pleadedteams inmnocenceeither l ague, iul~Cma~ie ,,: ,~-,~,a,::,~ ,--- , ,.,.r-!stW°uid have  Swztzer]aod I 26 11 nze. target. ,~'-/  
be ing freed $1,000 and  - " "" t must  not be j ~ . 9 Hanni"  "We ' , Fitnessisfun ~,4~ 
suspended for a game for uu.t w.na' . . . Cher ry  failed to recall Lichtenstein 1.26.30 Trwome.  " ~ I I  
overlooKeo Is a polm not keeping his players • . another  Bruins-North I n  Cr i s " t~a " ~g¢ 
"S  * ~v•  ~ - o  , from,fighting the Bulls on Sanmor made--a te m Stars game m January, Gravinafsitaly 1:26.30 ? 
1975, when Boston's Dave 
PROBLEMS Conn., and charges after 
the record for ineptness "We h ve had problems a spectator who poured 
going 27 games without a of getting behind in the beer over his head during 
triumph from Feb. 12, past and the players have . - r~  1 
1976 to April 4, 1976 just been skating helter- J " H k " Forbes started the end of  lon Henry Boucha's hockey OO after the Capitals went skelter," said Vancouver UnlOr De e v  a c t  • - -  d to t" t 
winless in 25 starts from coach Orland Kur- , , ,  career vnth a nntt en i w i ~ - .  
Nov. 29, 1975 to Jan. 21, tenhach. "Tonight we the bead. 
1976. didn't do that." Bob Ta lo r  nd Chris FlyersaB-51eadat15:45 In Kelowna, Jim So what has been ~ -41  ~ ch~' r~ ' [ '~  y . . . . . . . .  JL" 
• In other games The Conucks have Tucker scored their  of the third penod. Crosson scored the dined b this bloody I P 
• " in the g Y ~ "" " Tuesday, Chicago Black picked up 15 of their 23 second goals of the game Taylor wmmng goal early week of fines and 
Hawks nipped Detroit paints in the last l l  g mes in the final minute of play nd Tucker then scored 38 second period as the suspensions '~ Just VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
RedWings 2-1, New York 'to move in front of the Tuesday night to give secon~apart to ~ive~e Buckaroos handed the another reminder that Just because you have no John Bear.of V_an...~er, 
Islanders downed Min- Black Hawks who picked Langley Lords a 7-6 win t,orosmeirl lthwmoxme Vikings their 20th loss in nothing, maybe not even oven, don't rely on fried nrs..t s~a ~,u~. .wes~ 
nesota North Stars 4-2, up their first victory in over Abbotsford Flyers in season. . . z5 games, a player's death, willstop t__J w,. . .  a^,,,.v. ',oiler ~,anuu~ u:,.,,-p~ ,_y_,,_-, 
Los Angeles Kings five games in a rough •" . . . .  le is tast lace in . ,o~. ,,~ . . . . . . . . .  snooser cnam lonsmp~, Bntish Columbm Junmr tang y . . .  p . Kelowna took a 3-1 lead the carnage. • of 
swamped St. Louis Blues game at Detroit, - Hockey League action, the Coast Dwismn with 22 after the first period on It didn't stop anything put a rack over your frying defeated Jaekt~arr.ell _
6-1 and Pitisburgh Referee Bruco Hood In the only other BC- points ' ~,oals by Brinn Mattbews when Ted Green had his pan to steam fish, try casse- vancouver 4-u m a 
i cal led 58 minutes in ' 1 E " , • straight elimination best- ¢ '3  ,U-IL game, Kelowna SCORESTW C . . . .  ~h  McCrad and Danny skull fractured and was rob dishes or cook w,tha _, . . . . . . . .  ,.,i. w,,--aov I penalties in a chippy Buckaroos moved to Ed Leo~r, wlm Wo, McAdam. ~Yke Winther near death after being little water or soup instead u,-~©v©,, . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~-:. 11OV0" opening period which saw within two points of ann tton u a]mner we~ scored the Vernon ~oal struck by Wayne MaLl's ^¢ r~, Uo~ . . . .  ,~r nutri In nother game, tten 
Detroit's Dennis Hull get second-place Penficton the other Lan~ey g.oal and added another in-the stick eight years ago. ~" '°' .... ~ ~'~"'" . . . "  Bartko of Edmonton 
] r~.C~ [ hls first geal of the season vees m the Interior _scorers, .w~le J im second period Scott Green r~overed. He's don apart ol your tare- defeated Kumen Sutton of 
against his former team- Division with a 4-3 win t;owmy, wim..two, Line- Cozens completed the nlaving with style. Surrey, B.C., 4-0. 
m tea. over Vernon Vikings. say Johnson, J~  uouson Vernon* seorih,, in  the plaie in his head• 
The Terrace Cobra's Hull, who joined the In Langlye, Taylor and and Craig wiil iamson °'ml,.a.._~ v-.'~'4'~ . . . . .  %~ " 
will be having a BCSVA Wings on Thursday in a Abbotsford's Tom completodthe Abboteford q 
Santim Snowmobile race deal With Chicago after Chisholm traded first- scoring. . Randy Stru~h ~lecked 1 3 ~ * 
on Boxing day. retiring from the Black period goals. The game Kevin Quinn .stopped 28 22 shots for [Kelowna, | |  • ~ ~ ~ ~ I ra ,  i i M ~ 
There is a class for Hawks at the beginning of was tied 4-4 after two shots for Langley, while while Rick Hu~i turned I 1 ~  ~ l l  ~ I r l lm l  ~ ~ ~_  
every  kind of the season, put Delroit in periods and Craig Mike S cham.ber made 30 ~ide 24 shobs in the | | ~  ~ ~ I I  ~ ~  m s w 
snovimobile, but entrants front while Chiea~o was Williamson gave the saves tor Annoistora. vernon net. 
must have safety two men short ~th  the 
equipment. This can be 299th goal of a 14-year | ' ' II S K ,  S P O 
calling Hardy Mehs at Ted Bulley scored tbe New Bus iness  s ., 
635-7460. ' winning goal for Chicago upe s 
All entry money will be at 13:56 in the second t li ted in our  
paid thePrizes out event were in prizes, donated by the to also period Wings settW° upwith men Davethe short L gan's ROd  .[ B,C. Te l  Directory. ,[ ,, ]| 0omhJll & Ore ,  OoeMff 
M 
following: h power-play effort earlier I ~ 'E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD.-638-176 I i l  : , ,  . . . .  
Terrace Hotel, Mars m the period to help send 
Equipment, H & tl Detroit to its sixth con- | [e~ MARR'S BOOKKEEPING & | | |  ~ ~ "  
Building, Sanders secutive setback. ' I -, ,-,~, y ACCOUNTING- 638-1761 I |1  . . . . . . .  
Welding, Terrace Bry, an Trottier, the 
Equipment Sales, NHLs leading scorer I we re  .,.14=,[ il OHEOK & OOMPARE 
Terrace Excavating, with45points, gothis19th I . T ITS  a t# LIFE-635-$757 )ai, ,1~[  
• . - /  BOOK NOOK 635 3081 . . • 
C darland Tire. Hulla d goal of the season in the te , .~ , ,  , LA ;ES  O¢CIDENTIAL  : :  [ Ii on 0~ Dolln~lJL 
Construction, Hamilton Islanders triumph(over MondaY to  Fr iday (Xmas & Holidays not included) 
Trucking, Domac Minnesota. 
'.Equipment. Gem The North  Stars have THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP-63$.223. ~ I I! - ;  ; 
Service, Ken Robinson, won one of their last eight here  .,; ,:i: ,,o,, 
Terrace International, while the Islanders have | ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 | 33 ~ .. . . . . . .  ~' '~ '~ 
West End Store, Elker lost one of their last 12. | [ 3|II ~ , , ~  d , ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' .~ -,u',II : 
Wl~ k Mt t lw , ,  k AutoSupply, NassValley Mike Murphy scored I Free.  for ONE month courtesy of THE l I i  
Tr ia le r  Sales, Keith in the second period as 
Grace. Kalum Tire the Kings easily handled | If you wish your Business "ln~l , ,  : , , , -  , : , ,~ , ,  I i l  lies 11m year  
Service, McEwan the Blues. who have just" I Phone l isted for your customers aBase U . , - , - ,  - - . , -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
one vietgry in their l~t  3 ' ' i " , n. 
~l l~h~ H~ii~LM ~~l i  
Motors, Skeena Hotel 
and Don Hull and sons. nine starts. 
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' The Herald reserves the 
• i.: right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
• 'determine page location. 
: The Herald reserves the 
:.right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
~" directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
• ~ the customer the sum paid 
~for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
• Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
: advertisement wil l  be 
• destroyed unless mailing 
'" instructions are received. 
'ThOse answering Box 
.... Numbers are requested not 
" ' Jo send Originals of 
:~';.~.'d~cu'ments to avoid loss. 
"jZAI! claims of errors In 
~,a~l;~e~'tlsements must be 
:' received by the publisher 
,within 30 days after the first 
...z publication. 
• :" I t  is agreed by the ad- 
• vertlser requesting space 
,.that the liability of the 
.... Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
.;or in the ovent of an error 
• :pppearlng In the ad- 
"veHIsement as published 
(isha'll be l imited to the 
amount pald by the ad- 
,uerflser for only one in- 
'correct Insertion for the 
il,portlon of the advertising 
.spa, ce occupied by the In- 
" Correct or omitted item only, 
;bn'd'that here shall be no 
.llabl!lty to any event greeter 
~qhan.the amount paid for 
.~h advertising. 
"~'.' Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
:.:.C,~lumbla Human Rlght,~ Act 
.which prohibits any ad- 
;verflsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
~;h ls  race, religioo, sex, 
colas, nationality, ancestry 
Or ~lacie of origin, or because 
'E is'age, is between 44 and 65 
'ydars, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
70,  :": : ; : 
LIVESTOCK 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
60. 
TENDERS 
• I ' 
.Publ ished a t  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week  
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
~PUBL ISHER 
W,R .  (B i l l )  Loisel le 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
"RATES 
Ef fect ive  October  I ,  
11977, 
S ing le  Copy 
By Car r ie r  
By  Car r ie r  
By/~1 i l  
20c 
mth  3.00 
year  36.00 
3 ruth 12.00 
32,  BICYCL~ES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
~y,Ma i l  year  40.00 
'Sehior C i t izen year  
.20.0~ ..... 
Brltlsh~ Commonwealth and 
United States of America i 
year 51.00. 
. Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
:~.,,' , . VRG2M9 
~:! , Telephone: 
• , , - . '  112.604-635.6357 
, rM  • 
HOME DELIVERY 
,....~ Terrace & District 
".', Thornhlll & District 
- -  - -  T •  
• I'c0MING EVEIffS 
NOTICE 
There is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft sale at Co.op 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
(Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
featuring many bake goods, 
breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal 
wo. rk, Christmas stockings 
and wreaths end many 
more. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE is presenting a 
Christmas program for 
children and tam Illes, 
foaturlng the Three Llffle 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music 
onthe afternoons of Dec. 10 
and 111h In the Little Theatre 
Building on Kalum. Please 
pick up the 50c tickets at 
McColls Real Estate, after 
Dec. 1, to reserve a space. 
There will be a Christmas 
tree sale Dec. 9th, 10th, 16th 
and 17th at the Co.op parking 
lot and next to the Bank of 
Commerce. They will be S3, 
$5 and $7. You can cell in 
o~ders for trees at 635.4060. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents plck up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons - Patterns • Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 
(cffdmo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635.3854 for 
further information. 
(ctf-feb14-78) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgeratlen 
contract. 
House alrlng. 
635-5876 
(Cft) 
$25 reward for return of cage 
12x12x30" taken from back 
of GIm's Restaurant Friday 
December 2 between 3 and 5 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND p.m. Call 635-2935 evenings 
TRANSIENT AD. or 636-1152 days.(p3-7) 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 par column Inch. 
19'HELP WANTED 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRI P- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submifled within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictut;es. Nears of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charg(~, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
1 "Pai~ boys downhill ski 
boots size 7 in good condition. 
Phone 635.7672 (c2.7) 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
t~rs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TSM 1W9 
(ctf.PL.OlS) 
1976 Reinell Cabin Cruiser, 
22 ft., 225 HP lB. OB. F.W. 
cooled, H.W. Heat, Stove, Ice 
Box, Compass, Sounder, CB, 
VHF, Sleeps 5, other extras, 
trailer, write "Wilnra" Box 
1S2, Prince Rupert or Phone 
627-1501 evenings. (c7.7) 
Attractive 3 bedroom house 
for rent In quiet neigh- 
bourhood, Thornhlll Phone 
635.2044 or 783.9133 collect. 
(c10.12) 
FOR RENT: Available Jan. 
1, 78. 3 bedroom home un- 
furnished, near hospital and 
school. Phone 635-2806. (C4- 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any denatlons of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6~35.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:30 
• 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics- Mon. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 • to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
~V,:)n. & Thurs• 
7) 
EXPANDING CANADIAN 
OIL COMPANY needs 
dependable person who can 
work without supervision. 
Earn $14,000 per year plus 
bonus. Contact customers 
around Terrace. We train. 
Write A.K. Dick, Pres., 
5outhwestern Petroleum, 
Brampton, Ont. LBT 2J6. 
(¢4-S) 
ROYAL Bank requires a 
stenographer please reply In 
parson to Mel Stokes, 4640 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. 
(C4-7) 
GIRL Friday required, basic 
knowledge' of invoicing, 
general office procedures 
associated with the 
wholesale industry is 
desirable. Call "H. Young, 
Acklands Ltd. 635-6226. (C3- 
6) 
AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, at home 
training for mature in- 
dividual in Terrace area. 
Regardless of experience, 
write S.D. Read, Pres., 
Tiffany Asphalt In- 
ternational, Box 1707, Sta. R, 
Toronto, Ont. MdG 4A3. 
(cd.S) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 
Y-Z 125X, dirt bike. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635. 
6844 (c3-10) 
FOR SALE: Genie (Singer) 
sewing machine. $300 or best 
offer. Phone 635.3303 after 6 
(P!-6) 1 
FOR SALE: Sealy 
Posturepedlc Extra long, 
box spring and mattress, like 
new.With mattress cover and 
sheets, $200.00. Phone 635- 
3636 after 6 p.m. (C3-6) 
MISC.: 1971 GMC 1/3 ton 
Truck, good condition. V8, 4 
Speed, radio, canopy. T.V. 
stand $5. Interested parties 
only. Phone 635-5979 (c6-7) 
Stumped tara Christmas gift 
phone 635.2122 for a book on 
the local area written by 
John Glen Sr. "Where the 
Rivers Meet." An amusing 
story of the Bulkley Valley. 
(p5-6) 
MISC• FOR SALE: Used 
Dishwasher- Maytag 5150. 
Phone 635.7~4 B 9) . . .  
1 Red Acorn fireplace 
complete $175. I fireproof 
rug 14x15 (approx I Like new 
$175.1 Skldoo TN l" 440 $380. 1 
Pair mens Kosl!nger 
Skiboots 9~,'= worn once $90. 
Phone 635.4294. (c3.7) 
FOR SALE: One Taurus 22 
target revolver, Bear L.H. 
Hunting Bow with G & A 
Kastle 200 cm Skis with 
solomon 404 Bindings, Mens 
Ski boots size 11 and poles. 
One new 165.13 summer 
radial. Twocompresslon air 
pistols. Phone 635.93,11 (p3- 
7) , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
leeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, con- 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 63S- 
5611. (cfl) 
WANTED TO RENT: 
Employed mother with 2 
children, 2 or 3 bedroom 
duplex of four plex in 
downtown area. Phone 635. 
2981 before 2:30 p.m. or 63S- 
5439 after 5 p.m. (P3.6) 
1972 Datsun 510 4 door auto 
$995. Call Braze 635-7195 day- 
time (p3-7) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford 
Maverick 4-door. 24,000 
miles, auto-V-8. Excellent 
cond. Offers requested. For 
further information phone 
635-7696. (P5-8) 
1970 8 cyl. Chev truck. 
Factory canopy Included. 
Low mileage, one owner. 6 
H.P. Snow Plow. Big wheels 
and chain. Phone Tony after 
5 p.m. 635-2997. (P3.6) 
FOR SALE: 1977 GMC semi- 
camper,]zed van. Phone 635. 
5680, (C5-8) 
1976 Ford LTD. In good 
condition. Must sell. BUY 
OF YOUR LIFE TIME! 
Phone 635.3604 (i)2-7) 
1968 Chev 3/4 Ton pickup 
Phone 638-1273 (c2.7) 
J 
19(~Chev Impala 4door H.T. 
All new tires. Phone ~-  
36O4. (p2-7) 
FOR SALE: 1968 Meteor car 
in good condition. Win- 
terized with snow fires. 390 
VR, P.S., P.B., Asking $600 
638-1273 (C2-7) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS.  
4931 Walsh-Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security interphon( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and  thre( 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
town. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iocku[ 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
(cff) 
Olinton 
Manor 
:urnlshed or unfurnished 
studio or I bedroom 
apartments. Securih 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3941 
638.1032 
SUITES FOR RENT: 2 
bedroom fully furnishes 
trai ler located at 3347 
Koefoed Dr, in Thornhlll. 
Private Iot~'~200 per month. 
No pets. PHBne 635.2482 (c3. 
8) ~1~ 
O[' 
KALUM~GARDENS 
3 bedroom, apartment for 
rent, some'with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To vlew 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Janitorial Contract 
foYMin!str ~ Of'Labour. 45~ 
Lakelse Avenue. Terrace . 
British Columbia 2,200 
square feet will be accepted 
by the Honourable the 
Minister, Department ol 
Public Works, 'care of Tho 
Superintendent of Works, 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelfh Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia. up to 2 
p.m., lath December, 1977. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained from The 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelfh Avenue, Terrace, 
British Co lumbla on and 
after 2nd December, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c3.7) 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Janitorial Contract 
for Ministry of Health . 
Mental Health Branch - 
Room Numbers 2 and 5 - 4554 
Lazelle Avenue. Terrace . 
British Columbia (1,810 
square feet) will be accepted 
by the Honourable tho 
Minister, Department of 
Public Works, care of Tho 
Superintendent of Works, 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia. up to 2 
p.m. 151h December, 1977. 
Tondering documents may 
be obtained from The 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelfh Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia on and 
after 2nd December, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
(c3-7) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Arctic Cat. 
Phone 635-3831 (p2-7) 
!i! U'sed Cars for Sale 
iii 1976 HONDA CIVIC Radio, Sunroof, 4 Spd. 
::: 1975 MONTEGO P.S., P.B. AUto 
!:! 1974 METEOR RIDEAU 500 P.S., P.B., Auto 
i:i: 1974 AUDI FOX Front.wheel drive, 4 Spd. 
:~:i 1973 NOVA HATCHBACK 3 Spd., VS, Standard 
i:i: 1972 PINTO 3 Dr., Auto, Tape.radio 
:i:i 1974 (~HEV 1 TON P.S., P.B., Auto, Dual Wheels 
i:!: 1974 FORD % TON 360, 4 Spd. 
:!:i 1973 FORD CREW CAB 360, 4 Spd., Steel 6ox, 
!iii Trailer.hook up. 
'.!ii VIEW AT 3103 blakeburn st. 
ii: I OR PHONE MIKE AT635.6567 
i:i: OR 
:i:i 635.4720 
::i'. . DEALER NO. 01683A . 
~~v~.~.~.~:~:~:~:~:~.:.~.~..~.~.~:~:...:~.~.::~.~.:.~.::~: 
Matched pair Welch ponies, 
will sell separately. 
1/2 Reg. Arabian mare, 13 
years old, good breeding, 
excellent broad mare• 
i/2 Reg. Morgan colt, 6 
months old. 
3/4 Reg. Arabian mare, 3~/2 
years old, excellent show 
and breeding qualities. 
Call 635.7448 Don or Laurie 
Forbes. (c5-9) 
What's happening 
in Sports 
TIE FOR FIRST SWIFT KILLS HIM- 
MANILA, Philippines SELF 
(AP) -- South Africa's MEDIA, Pa .  (AP) --  
Gary Player, Italy's Charlie Swift, the play- 
Delio Lovato and Argen- by-play announcer for the 
tina's Juan Carlos National Football 
Cabrera fired four-under- League's Philadelphia 
per 685 Wednesday and Eagles, was found shot to 
tied for first place in the death in his apartment 
pro-am tournament Wednesday by his wife 
preceding the 25th World, Patty. Police said a gun 
Cup golf championships, was found near the body 
DISCERNING ADULTS. George Knudson of and Swift,  about 42, 
Shop discreetly by mall. Toronto had a 6g on the apparently died from one 
Send $1•00 for our latest fully 7,134-yard, par-72 Wack- gunshot wound to the 
I l lustrated catalogue of Wack Golf and Country head. Foul play was not 
marital aids for both ladles Club's East course, suspected. 
and gentlemen. ~ Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van, 
couver, B.C. VBB 3X9. (cff) 
NHL 
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- 
"It's been two months of 
hell," veteran Red 
Berenson says of the per- 
formance of St. • Louis 
Blues in the National 
Hockey League. 
The Blues are in the 
basement of the Smythe 
Division with a 5-17-3 
record, the second worst 
in the league. In the last 
five games, the Blues 
have scored  only six 
goals. 
"We've been playing 
catchup hockey all 
seasoit, and we haven't 
been able to catch up," 
Berens0n said. 
The  Blues have a 
number of problems this 
year,,  among them a 
shaky defence and four 
erratic lines. 
More ~ importantly, 
Berenson ;said, all .that 
losing has made the  
• players edgy on the ice 
andreluctant to face the 
farts. 
"It's embarrassing to 
walk out of the building 
af ter  a game and meet 
the  people," said the 
team captain, a former 
standout centre at the 
University of Michigan. 
" It 's  embarrassing to 
walk into a restaurant 
lest you be recognized." 
RECALLS GOOD 
YEARS 
What makes it worse 
for Berenson, 38, who 
Jthoined the Blues during 
eir first season in 1967, 
is that he remembers the 
good years when the 
team was winning. 
During three seasons in 
the late 1960s and early 
19705, the Blues didn't 
lose 10 home games all 
year. They made the 
playoffs regularly. The 
newer players haven't 
been as fortunate. 
When the year began, 
the team, which had lost 
its losing touch, was 
purchased by the 
Ralston-Purina Co. The 
Rebirth of the Blues was 
announced. 
TWINS ACQUIRE 
SMITH 
HONOLULU (ALP) -  
Minnesota Twins aquired 
lefthanded pitcher Myrl 
Smith from Baltimore 
Orioles in exchange for 
catcher Tom Epperly in a 
minor league trade an- 
nounced at baseball's 
winter meetings Wed- 
nesday. Both players will 
remain on Class A 
rosters. The Twins also 
renewed their working 
agreement with Visalia of 
the  California State 
League. 
FRANCIS WANTS 
OUT 
LONDON (Reuter) - -  
Gerry Francis, 26, the 
former England captain 
whose soccer ambitions 
have been frustrated by 
injury, was placed on the 
transfer list at his request 
Wednesday by struggling 
English First Division 
club Queens Park 
Rangers. The midfield 
star, who made 294 senior 
appearances for Rangers 
but only played a few 
gaxs in the last two years, 
now is fit. 
ACQUIRE SCOTT 
LLOYD 
LOSE TO MOSCOW BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) 
PRAGUE (Reuter) -- -- Buffalo Braves of the 
Boris Mikhailov scored Nat ional  Basket  b 
two goals Wednesday as Association have .• ac- 
CSKA Moscow beat Poldi quired 6-foot-10 forw rd- 
Kladao of Czechoslovakia centre Scott Lloyd, The 
6-0 in the first leg of their Associated Press learned 
European Cup hockey Wednesday. LLoyd was 
championship game at waived Dec. 2 by 
Kladno. The Russians Milwaukee Bucks. 
play host to Poldi Kladno 
next Friday in the return 
leg. 
• RACI]~G ~ANCF_~L]~D, 
I~URE. I ; I~d ,  (.-~v) ~,, 
Thoroughbred racing at 
Laurel Race Course was 
cancelled Wednesday 
because of bad track 
PLAN NEW ARENA 
BOSTON (~LP) - -  
Mayor Kevin White has 
proposed the creation of 
an~ arena authority to 
build a:$35-million indoor 
sports arena at South 
Station here. White said 
Tuesday that the Bruins 
National Hockey League 
team, the Celtics has- conditions, a track 
spokesman said. The ketball team and the 
track froze overnight fol- Lobsters tennis teams 
lowing several days of have agreed to move into 
the new building. rain. 
W--------.z~ . t  ~ - ~f  ~v;Lc you ~ - -  
. . - .  j- 
The largest sundial, mode in India in 1724, covered al- 
most an acre and threw a hundred- foot  shadow. 
] I 
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 :Job Program 
:: Promised by 
Chretien 
: By)!.ULIET O'NEILL 
~.)TTAWA (CP) -  
Finance,, Minister Jean 
Chre,.,en Said Tuesday he ~ 
hopes to announce before 
the end of the month de- 
tails of a promised $100 
million subsidy program 
aimed at getting priw~te 
l}u~hi@&~ to t'reate new 
jobs. 
In tht ~' Commons, 
t'lux, tien blamed elay in 
gettit~g the program 
mllin~ on opposition MPs 
for allegedly stalling 
era'rent debate on 
Icgishltion containing 
|~r.~mtd and corporate 
income tax cuts, among 
other proposals. 
"Unfortunately, it has 
t~,en difficult for me to 
wt~rk on that prograx- 
.,~,cause I have had to be 
in the House for the last 
four weeks on a daily 
basis' to particip te in the 
debate. Chretien said. 
Chretien made L the 
statement as opposition 
MPs demanded fresh 
initiatives to create em- 
Oyment after Statistics 
nad figures showed 
the unemployment rate 
increased m November to 
8.4 per cent, the highest 
since 1940. 
The actual di~mber of 
unemployed leaped to 
840,000 last month, 53,000 
higher than in October. 
• Like the income tax 
proposals before 
Parliament, he new em- 
ployment subsidy 
program was mong 
proposals Chretien made 
m October. 
INCLUDES SUBSIDIES 
Officials sa~' the 
program would provide 
subsidies called em- 
ploy.meat credits to com- 
pames that hire ad- 
ditional workers. It would 
he aimed at such labor- 
intensive work as wharf 
construction or railway 
maintenance. 
Urging opposition MPs 
to .,start approving 
clau~o~,o~ t~../~ tag 
legisl ~Ow~-c~ui ~kl.y, 
Chretien said the  
business community is 
getting discouraged by 
the slow pace and "if we 
proceed at this rate, the 
bill will not be passed for 
two years." 
By the end of Tuesday's 
debate, MPs had passed 
13 of 116 clauses in the 
bill. Because of a 
overnment motion 
miting debate, the 
whole bill should be 
approved next week. 
Ed Broadbent, New 
Democratic Party 
leader, told Chretier, 
during question period 
the bill should be 
scrapped because :~ 
contains incentives for 
business to expand when 
business cannot even fill 
its current production 
capacity. 
"The minister is 
proposing the wrong 
incentives at the wrong 
time because we are op- 
John Hipp from Nass Camp. B.C., above left (standing), seen with a 
group of field offleers form the federal fisheries organization attending a 
course held at the Federal Study Centre, Arnprior, Ont. last month. The 
THE HERALD, ThursdOy, 
) ,  
By JUDY 
CREIGHTON 
course, which ran from November 13 to IS uealt wire me operauons m th, 
fishingindustry in a national emergency. Photo courtesy of the Fisheries 
and Environment Canada, Emergency Planning Branch. 
i 
More Young People And Single Women 
• Buying Homes As Inflation Safeguard 
CP Family Editer :
With mortguge :,rno~ey 
easier to get from batiks 
or other lending/fin- 
stitutiuns and as a sectir~ 
i ty  hedge against in- 
flation, many young 
people and single women 
m Canada re purchasing 
their own homes, .... 
by The cana'~ m: Press 
shows that the trend is 
not wide-spread, but is 
more regional in intensity 
due to the cbuntrywide 
spread in incomes. = 
Joseph Zidner, direct~ 
of Ontario real estate 
services for Natio~ J 
Trust, said in an inter- 
view that there is a 
"significant increase" in 
the number: of young 
people in the 25-to-35 age 
category buying homes. 
.He said the amount of 
down payments varies 
from area to area. 
"Ottawasor example, 
has a I rge percentage of 
the population working 
for. the government and 
wages are high and in- 
come is stable," he said. 
"A city like Windsor, 
however, generally has 
less stable personal in- 
comes and down 
PowY ments tend to be er." 
MORTGAGES EASIER 
Venetta Evans, 
president of the Regina 
erating at only 83-per- 
cent capacity," Bread- 
bent said. But the minister ~ Real Estate Association, 
said there has been an in- 
replied that if there is no crease in house buying by 
incentive, private in- young people and single 
dustry will invest less. women, "especially since 
MP~ WILL HAVE SAY mortgage funds became 
Later, Chretien 
are probably more op- DIVORCES IN MARKET Paul Lavoie of CMHC SINGLES BAND 
portunities for house ~ Doug Anderson, in Moncton, N.B., said it TOGETHER 
buying than most young manager of the mortgage is "almost impossible" A Halifax real estate 
people realize, department of Shipman for a divorced woman to dealer said that singles 
"If two single people Real Estate Ltd., in get a mortgage unless he who group te~ether to 
pool their incomes, they Ottawa, said that in the has a very good job. purchase hausmg often 
can easily qualify for last five months he has Spokesmen forfinanci I go for houses with 
assistafke from Central dealt with half a dozen institutions such as Royal basement apartments or
Mortgage divorced or separated Trust and Central and have flatswhichtheyean 
Eastern Trust, a major rent to help meet the nd Housing Corp. (CMH- women who bought Atlantic:area 
C) to buy a house," he homes. firm, sin- mortgage payments. 
said.., , ..... ~-~ .~. ........... glesandyotmgpeopl~are .. -~ ,.,~-...i.,~..'~.,.~ ~.~ 
~fNGLE',~W~fEN:~UY ii He said he he4ped'them treatedlike everyone else .... ~-"s~rtage'"of'-~iiY~rt- 
'A chaiige in attitudes get mortgages and, "I and must meet two ments in Charlottetown 
towards single women still think there is qualifications: sufficient has forced some young 
borrowing money to buy discrimination against credit and money to people to buy houses, aid 
homes has paved the way women in getting secure and pay off the one real estate 
for an increase in par- financing for a house." mortgage, spokesman. 
chases by members of ' 
that group, said George 
Hough ofVancouverCH-Mc branch. THE BOOK CORNER 
Hough said changes in 
attitudes towards lending have been brought about By MARTHA COHN ones: Photographic loca- Town later turned to 
mainly because of the The Canadian Press tions are pinpointed on a Silcox, an art historian, 
If you have read a few map in the back of the for help. 
women's rights books by Ernest book, which causes in- 
movement. "We got together over "Women are more able Hemingway and decided convenient flipping back- 
on a professional basis to Spain is a poverty- ward and forward, and 500 of Thomson!s works, 
make the same kind of stricken, violent land the map does not identify many of which had not 
where people kill friends some regions mentioned, been cat logued or 
money and have the same and neighbors at the drop does not name many documented and we 
opportunities a man of a hat during civil wars cities and does not have reproduced 148 works 
has," he said. and where bulls are an index, requiring the which have never been 
He said because women 
are able and can cquire routinely and mercilessly • 
killed in bullfights, think education and jobs more 
easily, the lending in- again. 
stitutions are interested If you know, love and 
respect Spain, rejoice. 
in their money, n Images of Spain by 
Peter,Watkiuson f the Canadians Mordecai 
Vancouver Real Estate Richler and Peter 
Boare said people are Christopher gives the in- 
buying houses at a 
younger age basically adequ tely informed a 
because the philosophy of splendid chance to 
people has changed, reassess and the 
/'The save first before Spainomaniac something 
to crow with delight you commit yourself 
approach as gone by the about. Christopher, whose 
way and young single photographs appeared in 
people are making more 
use of credit facilities Between Friends, 
Canada's, bicentennial 
• t to the Unit ~ States, 
~'iefe~igned the a !~e book 
and illustrate~qxt with 
superb photographs. 
Richler, author of The 
Apprentieeshlp~f Duddy 
Kravitz and St, rUrbain's 
Horseman, wrote'some of
the text and the in- 
troduction, in which he 
gives his reasons for 
undertaking the book and 
tries to explain his 
fascination wxth Spain. 
The book is organized 
into chapters, each 
dealing with a separate 
facet of the country, The 
chapters begin with num- 
bered photographs and 
endwiththe 
corresponding text. 
TEXT IS UNUSUAL 
The text is t~usual 
because it consilts of 
informative captions to 
the pictures and quotes 
from many sources, 
ranging from an excerpt 
from the diary of an 11th- 
century traveller to com- 
ments made by more 
recent visitors, including 
Hemingway, John Dos 
Passes and Riehler. 
The book's only 
problems are minor 
reader to pore over it 
every time. 
Otherwise, Images of 
Spain is a beautiful book 
everyone will enjoy. 
Images of Spain, 
Mordecai Riehler and  
Peter Christopher; 191 
pages; $27.50; Me- 
Clelland and Stew rt. 
By MARLENE ORTON 
The Canadian Press• 
Like a pair of eager 
little boys who have just 
won their first baseball 
put out--never even been 
photographed before," 
said Silcox wbo is 
municipal director- of 
cultural affairs in To- 
ronto. 
"Art books don't sell 
well usually because 
there is a limited 
market," Town said. 
"They are generally 
expensive and there is not 
enough in them to make 
them worthwhile;" 
ON BEST-SELLER LIST 
But, said Sileox, the 
Thomson book contains a
promised to give MPs, on 
~n experimental basis, a 
bigger say.in what might 
go inU~ government budg- 
~.*,~, generally composed 
trl public, servants in 
w:ret. 
Ai~. said he would refer 
fts~r or five areas of tax 
WobN:ms to a Commons 
t~:~rnittee for comment 
awl recommendations, 
"but I would not be bound 
by those recom- 
mendations because I 
would not want to reveal 
measures before an- 
nouncing a budget." 
.If the :system, to be 
s~rted after Christmas, 
works out, "I will try to 
persuade the government 
to change the system we 
have had over.100 years." 
Progressive Con- 
servative Finance critic 
Sinclair Stevens (.York 
Simcoe) said he does not 
object to a "little kite- 
flying in the future" but 
wants more thbrough 
debate of tax proposals 
after they are decided by 
the government. 
~'The minister has 
ruthlessly gagged this 
Parliament" by limiting 
debate, Stevens aid. 
afford to purchase 
homes. 
"The registered home 
ownership program, 
whereby a tax break is 
given those saving for 
down payments, has been 
heavily used." 
She recalled situations 
where a group of three 
had purchased a home, 
9i.th.er~ ee  girls or a 
:ilii~it fz~'-"6£~sexes: ............. 
"As;well," she added, 
"more couples are living 
together and are buying a 
home in the names of 
both partners,,' , 
The countw is noticing 
the effects of thepost-war 
baby boom and young 
people now make up a 
larger percentage of the 
population, said Blair 
Jackson, executive vice- 
president of the Canadian 
Re I Estate Association. 
He said a higher per- 
centage of young people 
now, as compared to 10 
years ago, are buying 
homes. 
NO NEW TREND 
Fr nk Johns, executive 
secretary of the Calgary 
Real Estate Board said 
no new trend is being 
established in his area. 
But, he said, 
"historically, Canadians 
have preferred to own 
their own homes. I'd say 
about 65 per cent of 
Canadians own their own 
homes." 
Max Kaplan, an official 
with the Edmonton Real 
Estate Board said that if 
anything, it is probably 
more difficult for young 
single people to buy a 
house because of rising 
more readily available." 
She said that  with 
today's 'good salaries, 
single parents and career 
girls can more readily in Edmonton said there of ttitude." 
Christmas Seal Sales 
prices. 
But Don Oxford, a nowadays," he said. 
mortgage officer with "There is more of the 'I 
Weber Bros. Associates want to h ve it now' type 
Reach Two Third Mark 
Contributions to the large portion of con-assls~nce / towards the 
1977 Christmas Seal .tributions are ac- construction costs of 
Campaign have reached 
the two-thirds mark of 
the $600,000 target, said 
Ken Dobell, President of 
the B.C. Tuberculosis- 
Christmas Seal Sociqty, 
in Vancouver on Friday. 
' Dobell said public 
response to this year's 
Christmas Sgal flam- 
paign seems, a[ thi~ time, 
to be the best ever, and he 
expressed confidence 
that the target would be 
met before year's" end. 
He cited an increase i n 
health facilities, finan- 
cing medical research, 
programs of public and 
professional education, 
offering social and 
financial support to 
people suffering from 
respiratory disease; and 
support of tuberculosis 
control programs. He 
added that more than 
1000 people are currently 
registered inthe 
Christmas Seal Societ~,'s 
free quit smoking 
r.ogram, Operation Kick 
the number of Christmas 
Seal community 
programs throughout the 
orovince as a reason, for 
the greater than u%ual': 
public interest in the~ 
Christmas Seal Cam- 
paig n, but added ~at  a 
eompanied by requests 
that the funds br used 
specifically for medical 
research projects. He 
said several such 
pro~ects' are now in 
progress in British 
Columbia, the most 
recent to be undertaken 
being an asthma 
research project at St. 
Paul's Hospital in 
Vancouver towards 
which the Christmas 
SEal Society contributed 
$75,00o. 
Funds gathered by the 
annual Christmas Seal 
Campaign are used in 
many important ways to 
fight respiratory disease, 
said Dobell, including 
providing financial 
Contributions to the 
Christmas SEal Cam- 
palgn may be mailed to 
Christmas Seals, 906 
West Broadway, Van- 
couver, B.C. VSZ 1K7, 
game, the two Toronto 
authors take turns inter- 
rupting each other while 
telling of their new book. 
Artist Harold Town and 
David Silcox say they are 
especially pleased with 
Tom Thomson, The 
Silence and The Storm 
because they were 
warned their project 
would be a failure. 
The Thomson book, 
published this fall, has 
already sold more than 
40,000 copies• 
"We've stuffed success 
up the nose of the 
Canadian public," said 
Town in an interview. 
"There is some kind of 
death wish in Canada. 
Two weeks ago, the 
National Gallery of 
Canada bookstore didn't 
even have the book in 
stock and they probably 
still don't•" 
WORKED SEVEN 
YEARS 
Town began work on 
the book in 1971 when the 
famed Canadian painter 
of the Group of Seven, the 
late A. Y. Jackson, 
suggested the need for a 
comprehensive study of 
Thomson's career. 
"foolishly fantastic and 
stupid ly  excessive 
number of art 
reproductions and the 
result is an art book, a 
Canadian art book, on the 
bestseller list, 
"We suspected we'd be 
selling the book to people 
who knew about 
Thomson," Town said. 
"But we've discovered 
that those we didn't 
expect to buy are buying. 
The conductor on our 
train from Winnipeg 
bought one. The cab 
driver who took us from 
the train bought one." 
The book is a visual and 
rosaic biography of the 
roup of Seven painter. 
The authors have traced 
his career, takin 
Thomson from penci~ 
sketches and amateur 
photographs to the 
magmficent Algonquin 
Park oil panels for which 
he is best remembered. 
Tom,  Thomson, The 
Silence and 'the Storm, 
Harold Town and' David 
Sileox; 129.05:240 pages: 
McClelland and Stewart. 
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Seal Hunt 
Quota Up 
OTTAWA - Foliow~g 
national and  : f~..r 
ternational consulta#onl 
on the status of-mak, 
F isher ies  Min ister  
Romeo LeBlane recently 
announced the 1~ 
quotas for the east cout  
seal hunt, amid loud 
outcries of protest from 
Greenpeace and other 
environmental protection 
organizations. 
The Total Allowable 
Catch (TAC) for 
entire northwest Allantio 
has been set at 180,0N 
harp seals (ineladln| 
lO,O0O for Greenland, tim 
Canadian Arctic and 
Labrador). The total fro" 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
and Front will be 170,009 
compared with 160,1{}0 in
1977. These quotas will. 
include, for the first time, 
those seals taken as 
scientific samples (2,400; 
in 1978). In announ~|: 
this six percent increase 
in the TAC, the Mlnktm' 
noted that the selen~tl 
have advised that the  
current population" _of 
harp seals could sustaln 
a catch of 9-27,000 to. 
245,000. The CanadlaB 
Government's stratq¥ I|. 
to allow the current 
population increase to 
continue by permitfll1|No 
more than three-quartea~ 
of the sustainable yield to 
be taken in 1978. 
Canada's hare of the 
catch will he incrm.~d 
from 125,o0o in I~'/ to 
135,o00 in 1978, while 
Norway's hare remains 
the same at 35,000. The 
allocation to canadlU 
large vessels at the F re t  
will-not exceed that.of" 
last year - 62,000.. • 
The official opet f ln |  
and closing dates flaw 
been set for March I0 
April 24 but the Minister 
ndicated that the 
opening date could-he 
varied slightly dependl~g 
upon conditions a tU  mr 
time. • 
SANTA MONXCA, 
Calif. (AP) -- Television 
executive Sheldon 
Saltman has sued 
daredevil Evel F, nlevel' 
for hitting him with a. 
haseb 11 b t. The suit.does 
not specify damages for: 
the injuries he said Its 
received . . . .  ' 
Saltman's uit, f i led 
Monday in Super.or 
Court, says he suff~'ed a 
broken wrist and arm In; 
the Sept. 21 incidczL 
Knievel has saidhe hit 
the television executive 
because a book Sal~nan 
had written about I~  
insulted Knievel's family. 
The stuntman was sins: 
tensed to 180 days ill JQil. 
and three , yurs': 
probation after pleadS|, 
guilty to the assau l t . . .  
LAS VEGAS, NeW 
(AP) -- The federal druJ 
trial of comedian- 
impressionist Ge~.  
Kirby has 
reseheduled for De(:. l& 
He is charged with seJlJ~ 
heroin to an undercover 
investigator. 
Kirby, 52, was arrested 
last May after allegedly 
attempting to sell about 
$26,000 worth of beroln: to 
an undercover agent. 
He has plead~ not 
guilty to the charges. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- -  Comedian Bob" 
Newhart and hiswlfe 
Ginny are the p rents of a' 
new daughter, Courta~ 
Quinn. , ' , .  
A family sP0k~m_u 
said Tuesday that 
child was born lint 
Friday at Cad rs-SjR~. 
MedieawsCentre and 
weighed six pounds, .10 
ounces. 
SAN JUAN (AP):- ,  
Actress Elizabeth Taylor, i 
accepting a ' Great Lady. 
Award" from Variety.' 
Club International, told 
crowd of 800 that she: 
came here to help tlm 
club--not to .Mils 
autographs, give in- 
terviews or "I~ 
weighed." ~ 
Commentators hem 
have noted Miss Tayior's 
plump figure and 
criticlzed her refusal to 
grant interviews ainu. 
she arrived Sunnay wire., 
her husband, former 
navy secretary John W 
mer. 
I 
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In brief: developing clean water systems in the Maldives, Mozambique and Cape 
Verde Islands. Your 
dermatology at Stanford 
University school of 
medicine who also ONTHE LI(  HTER SIDE special izes in  small 
purchase of UNICEF animal dermatology,  
A UNICEF Greeting outlet nearest  you, cards and gift items says:  "Humans  catch 
card does double duty. It contact your local makes this work possible, diseases from other hu- 
shows someone you care, UNICEF office. mans, and puppies from ,--B,('~,., 
and it helps care for a Provision fo safe water other puppies." A eat or 
child who might other- In Bolivia, UNICEF in developing countris is dog that has been a 
basicWiSe s rvices.die from lack of contributedCanadaandCIDAj°intlYmore than a major concern of household pet for years / R0~ESAR~RK), ! -~- -  I 
$1,000,000 to accelerate UNICEF, the UNited will almost never tran- /VIOLETg~/~/~E, I f ' -  . .~  
Nations Children's Fund. smit a contagious disease /~ .  ~.. / ~  
Whey you-re choosing the work of rural At least half the world's to humans, lgi~'~E~'L4Z~ 
Greeting Cards this year, san  i t a t i 
think of  the millions of supplies the pipes, pumps chi ldren live without 
access  to safe wate~ ~nd PLATH COMPETED / ~-~ ' I ~ ~ " ' 
children helped by and  cement. Local water-borne diseases are SOUTH HADLEY, ,c... ";;-"~0 '::'::, ~3 
choice from UNICEF.  And make your villagers contribute the amongst the labour. Similar corn- ~ ~ " ~  ~, . . .~?c~~ among the worst crip- Mass. (AP) -- When poet L ~ ~  :~, 
piers and kil lers of Sylvia Plath was a .~  
wonderful selection of munity involvement is children. The Canadian college seniorin1955, she 
cards available through also repsonsible for the 
UNICEF. For the success of Canadian- UNICEF Committee is tied for first place in 
UNICEF card sales funded projects for helping governments of Mount Holyoke College's I . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~':~ 
developing countries by annual Kathryn Irene 
direct ly funding rural  Glascoek Intercollegiate 
PATE EN BAGUETTE FOR A water programs and Poetry Competition. The 
environmental sanitation contest has been held 
DELUXE SUNDAY SUPPER projects, every April since 1923, D O O N E S B U R Y  
~ ! ~ i~, ,~ .' . . . . .  • :~?c  
. . . . . . .  ~ ,~.~; . , ,~ .~~f~.~ ,: ~:"~:" , 
: .  . ' :  ~i ;': ~ i ~, .: . . . . . . . .  ~ : 
Modern French homemakers--just as hard-pressed for 
time as their American counterparts--have a talent for 
making a simple snack or Sunday night supper adelicious 
event. One example of this talent is P~t~ en Baguette... 
simple to prepare and sensational to eat~ All the 
ingredients are readily available to American homemakers. 
The p~t~ begins with a baguette--the crunchy, long loaf of 
French bread; cut it in half crosswise and hollow out. 
Then stuff with a mixture of P~td Maison, liver p~t~ 
imported from France, which has been seasoned with 
chives and Armagnac brandy. PSt~ Maison is a quality 
French food specialty ideal for canapes or in prepared 
dishes. A flavorful ~b inat ion  of meat and poultry 
livers, P~t~ Maison slices-evenly or can be softened easily 
with a fork for spreading. 
To complete the menu a tossed green salad dressed with 
Sauce Vinaigrette---a delicate blending of pure French 
olive oil and wine vinegar. To accompany the P~td en 
Baguette-in an authentic French manner---serve a bottle 
of fresh, fruity Beaujolais wine. 
P.~,TI~ EN BAGUETTE 
(Makes 8-10 servings) 
1 baguette (long, thin French bread) 
1 14-oz. tin French P~t~ Maison 
2 tablespoons finely chopped chives 
2 tablespoons Armaguac brandy 
Cut baguette into halves crosswise. Using a long sharp 
knife, remove the center of each half leaving a crust shell 
1/2 inch thick. Remove p~t~ from tin and mash until 
smooth. Stir in chives and Armagnae brandy. Use mixture 
to stuff each baguette half; place one half on top of the 
other. Chill. When ready to serve cut baguette into 1/2 
inch, thick slices. Serve with a salad of mixed greens. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1971 
What kind of day will SCORPIO m.~ 
tmn0rrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "oveTtC" 
the stars say, read the forecast Curb tendencies toward 
given for your birth S ign.  combativeness. You can be 
your independent self without 
ARIF.~ t,~t~--~ being arrogant or domineering 
(Mar. 21 toApr. 20) s~---,~ -- and you'll gala more. 
Be alert now. Others may he SAGITrARIUS .~__~t~t 
trying to outmaneuver you. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~ f~P" 
Keep eyes, ears attuned so that If you have doubts or un- 
you don't miss a trick. New certainties about launching a 
benefits in the offing, certain project, It would be well 
TAURUS ~ to heed. Try to find the 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) derlying reasons tor your 
HEALTH SAFE WITH attracting young poets 
PETS who read their work 
STANFORD, Calif. before three well-known 
lAP) Dr. George H. poets. 
Mu l le r ,  pro fessor  of 
Marsh World 
SPRING PEEPER (Hyla crucifer) -- These tiny tree 
frogs, about one and a half inches long are preva- 
lent in early spring when their loud, shrill mating 
calls echo in great volume from nearly every wood- 
land pond or small tree-girt marsh. This piercing 
call has a peculiar ventriloquistic quality making it 
very hard to pin-point their exact location. Quite 
often they may be clinging by their suction cup 
toe pads to the underside of a leaf. The scientific 
name refers to the dark, cross-like pattern on the 
back. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1495 Pembina Hwy, Winnipeg. Man. R3T 9E2 
Seeks Release From 
Loveless Marriage 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~ ~ 1977 by 'lT~e Chicago Trlbune-N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
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The  mazing piderman 
Start Lee & John Romita 
HAV~ 8/~r5, 5PO~R-~AN !
V~KENEP AS y~l.I ARE, ~"  ~rILL.~ 
),,,,...=_.~:)LL WITH EI~.H 
f .ANNOT HANS I" . '  V -" . I ~,~ I~ 
ON MUcH l )k  )~ I "~ I~ 
• NEEP&I~q'r! P~N'r 
WANNA MI~ THE 
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 12 years to a man w.o a. ou.,.e ap --noe. , . .  husband THE 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
I'm 34 and he's 49. I don't drink or smoke, and I've never 
looked at another man. We have no children because he's ~-( :£ H~-,4~ "r3d~ 
never wanted any. He thinks sex is for animals, but he 
does accommodate me on my birthday, anniversary and 
Christmas. Then he acts as though he's doing me a favor. 
Hei  oodoo metcuou mhi  • a 
very successful business. The only people we see socially /,/"~ '~('{" 
are his relatives and a few business associates. 
I spoke to my rabbi about my loveless marriage, and he 
said as long as my husband doesn't mistreat me, I have ~ 
nothing to complain about. 
If I weren't financially dependent on him I'd leave him. ~.~i ' .,!:il i l  
I'm - - .  for a Io de e,"v, 
without sex if he would only let me fall asleep on nit cnesc. 
[ ~ {..:: ~!:..f.i ~i~:iii~g!;i~iii!ii I am dying inside. 
Where do I go from her~? CRAVING AFFECTION 
WE~'HEA~'5 PEFEAT ! 
WIZARD OF ID Hart & Parker 
Neither enege on promises 
nor attempt oo much. Beth 
extremes are likely now. Accept 
only what better sense 
recognizes will suit the day and 
good purpose. 
GEMINI ]X~;~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 
The lessons of experience 
should govern this day's moves. 
A well-planned program will 
run much more smoothly than a 
spar-of-the-moment s t-up. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Keep on your toes, stress your 
calm, capable self, and 
problems will be resolved more 
easily. Your persuasiveness can 
do much, but don't overdo it. 
LEO 
{July 24 to Aug. 23) ( /~/~ 
Stimulating influences in- 
dicate a day in which to step up 
efforts. Mix with those who 
encourage your desire to 
achieve. 
{Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) 
You may have a complex 
problem. Tackle it with 
unobtrusive but solid deter. 
ruination. Back principles 
stoutly, but avoid being sharp 
with 'others. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 2~ to Oct. 23) ~"e~ 
A good day for "pulling 
strings." Persons of influence 
will be highly amenable should 
you need their help. 
DEAR CRAVING: To your husband, with the 
hesitancy, announcement that if he doesn't see a counselor about 
CAPRICORN ~ ~ improving the quality of your marriage, you are going to 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) . . .  see a lawyer. There is more in life than three square meals 
Some unprecedented a day. You may have to support yourself, but craving 
situations or unusual affection as you do, it could be preferable to being yoked to 
propositions indicated. Study a cold fish for the rest of your life. 
well but defer taking action 
until early next week. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Under good Uranus in- 
fluences, your imagination is 
heightened. Give your creative 
ideas the "full treatment." 
They should work out well. 
mc s 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Some difficulty in com- 
munication likely. Be especially 
careful in what you tell another 
"confidentially." It could 
boomerang. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a fine intellect, 
tremendous drive and such 
faith in your convictions that 
your persuasive powers are 
boundless. There's a touch d 
the mystic about you, too, which 
sometimes expresses itself in 
music or poetry. Your talents 
are such that your choice of a 
career is almost limitless, but 
your greatest fortes Include 
finance, business ad- 
ministration, science, the law, 
statesmanship and medicine. 
Also, with your keen sense of 
line and proportion, you would 
make an excellent architect. 
Btrthdate: of: John M/Iten, 
world-renowned poet. 
=IF 
I / =trv'rlbl~ T ,N 
;1! 
• . . ' !  
• ~.AN'T ~IV~ 
THAT PINHEAP 
~ '  A REAe=ON 
"Don't say 'so what' when I tall you your 
foot's on fire." DEAR MRS. CLEAN: I vote with you. And my mall 
tells me that there are a lot of men out there who wish 
at bedtime wouldn't hurt your husband elther.) ) . - 
Problems, Tell them to Abby. For a personal ~ ~ --~- ~- - - -~- .  
unpublished reply, write to Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles, The Aino tribes of Japan once believed that planting mistletoe leaves would aid their 
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stomped, sell-addressed nvelope, cereal crops. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a wedding photographer, and . t~"~ 
recently I found myself in a situation that I didn't know 
how to handle. 
I started shooting this wedding at 4 and was still 
shooting at 10 while the wedding dinner and dance were 
going on. 
They had an elegant sit.down dinner, but nobody invited 
me to have dinner. I saw several empty places set up for 
dinner, but didn't think I should sit down like an invited 
guest and eat, even though I was starving. 
It is customary to inwte the photographer to have 
dinner? And how about the band? ALSO HUMAN [ 
DEAR ALSO: The thoughtful host and hostess will I "/t 
invite the photographer (and the band) to eat if they are 
engaged to work a five- or slx-hour stint. A separate table 
or a place in the kitchen is usually provided for those who 
are "working" a party. 
k DEAR ABBY: Will you please settle a disagreement 
between my husband and me? i~ I 
He thinks l'm some kind of cleanliness nut because I 
bathe every night before going to bed. I believe it's just I ~ '  
good personal hygiene. 
My husband says I'm "flaky," and bathing before going I
to bed is not necessary. What do you say7 
• MRS. CLEAN "I'm not the world's greatest cook but I think 
you'll enjoy my cornflakes." 
~z/a 
The ancient Greeks believed 
poplar trees weep tears of 
resin because they were 
originally three girls weep- 
ing for their dead brother. 
